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"Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?'
That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,' said the Cat.
'I don't much care where ...,' said Alice.
Then it doesn 't matter which way you go,' said the Cat.
'St' long as I get somewhere,' Alice added as an explanation.
'Oh, you 're sure to do that,' said the Cat, 'If you only walk long enough.'

Lewis Carrol, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
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1 Introduction
At the very end of the 19th century the first successful radiation treatment of
a proven carcinoma was given (Sjögren, 1899). Together with surgery, radi-
ation therapy has, since then, been one of the major modalities in cancer
therapy. As already realized by Strandquist in 1944 and later demonstrated
by several workers (c.f. 1CRIJ 24, 1976) the success or failure of radiation
treatment depends crucially on the absorbed dose delivered to the tumour. An
accuracy of ±Wi has been required in the delivered dose to the target volume
(ICKU 24, 1976) and subsequent investigations have now indicated that an
even better accuracy is required (Brahme, 1984).

Kach step from the calibration of the detectors at the primary laboratory to
the treatment of the patient will contribute to (he accumulated overall
uncertainty in the dose delivered to the target volume. Contributions to the
total uncertainty arise from uncertainties in the physical constants, the cali-
bration laboratories, the reference and field instruments, the therapy beams,
as wed as the dose plan and the patient I Johansson, 1.982). All the links in this
chain of uncertainty should be subject to control and minimization.

The final evidence of the overall precision of the dosimetry and treatment
planning techniques can only be obtained from in vivo measurements (Plan-
skoy, I98.'J). Ideally, one would like to be able to place calibrated radiation
detectors in the middle of, within and adjacent to the treatment volume and
in the surrounding tissues. In practice this is rarely possible; The only alter-
native is often to place the detectors on body surfaces and into easily accessible
body cavities.

Instead one has to carry out measurements on phantoms which simulate
the patient. The phantoms may be tissue-equivalent containing materials
which mimic human tissues, for example the Alderson Rando phantom (Al-
derson e( al., 19f>2i. This phantom may contain dosimeters (TLI), film etc.) to
allow for the investigation of different treatment techniques in certain
geometries (Rudén, 1975, Knoos el al., 1986 and Knoos, 1991). Using these
kind of methods, the phantoms can not easily be extended to any required
shape or Ui geometries including different types of tissue. It may al.so be
laborious lo simulate brachy and conformal therapy using these dosimetry
systems. Furthermore, detectors are necessary, which may disturb the radi-
ation field or be dependent on the radiation qualities used as well as the
direction of (he incident radiation.

Additionally, recently developed techniques in radiotherapy e.g. 3-dimen-
sional C.lYi) dose calculating algorithms, inverse therapy planning (Lind, 1991)
and mult ileafcollimators, which may change configuration during t he duration
of the treatment, a re applical ions which demand special propert iesofradiat ion
dosimeters. Such dosimeter systems are not available today.

- 6-



In conclusion, there is an urgent need for a new type of dosinietry system
capable of measuring continuous 3D absorbed dose distributions in phantoms
in arbitrary geometries and which is capable of integrating the dose. Fur-
thermore, the method should be independent of the radiation quality and the
patient irradiation set-up.

The dosimeter gel and its use together with nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR or MR) is a new and promising tool and an attempt to satisfy the
requirements of the ideal dosimetry system. The method can be described as
follows (Fig. 1):

a) ferrous _ e ,
solution I •

C)

e) f)

Figure 1 The use nf ji dosimeter gel for absorbed dose measurements employing nuclear
magnetic resonance imaging iMKI).
al The dosimeter gel is made of a gelling substance and a ferrous sulphate solution.
hi The gel in liquid phase is poured into a container and is allowed to solidify.
c) The dosimeter gel phantom is irradiated as in clir.;cal therapy.
d> The phantom is scanned in an MK scanner.
e) An image of the phantom is obtained.
f) The absorbed dose distribution is can be calculated from the MR image.

A dosimeter gel consists of a ferrous1 sulphate solution and a gelling sub-
stance. The Fe'-containing gel in liquid phase is poured into a container of
the desired shape. The irradiation of the phantom is then carried out in exactly
(he same manner as for a patient, The dosimeter phantom integrates the
absorbed dose. The amount of ferric ions produced by the radiation in the
phantom is subsequently measured in an MK scanner. Finally, (he absorbed
dose distributions are obtained from the MR images.

''I'V'' ferrous ions, Ke'' ferric inns



Aims of the study
Thi aim of the present study was to develop a new dosimetry system, based
on the Fricke solution, for the determination of 3D absorbed dose distributions
using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The main objectives were:

* To make a dosimeter gel. i.e. select a propergellingsubstanceand develop
gel preparation protocols in order to solidify the Frickc solution.

* To study the effect of the gelling substance on the properties of the
dosimeter and thereby optimize the mixture.

* To evaluate the characteristics of the new dosimeter for measurements
of absorbed dose distributions.

* To use the dosimeter gel in radiation therapy applications.
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2 Background

2.1 Chemical dosimetry
A chemical dosimeter is a system which creates at least one, initially absent,
chemical substance wnich is sufficiently long-lived to allow the determination
either of its quantity or of the change in the properties of the original system.
This change in chemical composition is exploited as an indirect measure of the
absorbed dose.

The radiation chemical yield is defined by GlX)=n(X)/e, where nfX) is the
mean amount of substance of a specific entity, X, produced, destroyed, or
changed by the me;;n energy imparted, c, to the matter (Svensson and Brahme,
19861. In SI units, G values have dimensions of moles per kilogram and gray
I molkg 'Gy '). It is also common to express G values in ionsA100 eV), which it
obtained by multiplication by 9.64 nMkg 'Gy '. G values are usually within the
range 0.1 to 30 (100 eV>' but chain reactions can increase the G value con-
siderably (Das, 1971). If GlX)=l (100 eV)1 a dose of 10 Gy will change the
concentration ot'X by only 10 " M. This gives some indications of the difficulties
encountered in measuring doses which do not exceed 50-100 Gy, but are rather
of the order of 1 Gy, which is often the case in biology and medicine. A great
deal of effort must therefore be directed to the analytical methods used to
measure X. To increase the G value, sensitizers or a chain reaction may seem
attractive. However, chain reactions may cause a reduced reproducibility in
the dosimeter due to an increased dependence on temperature and done rate
and the presence of impurities (Broszkiewicz, 1967).

Of all existing chemical dosimeters, those which are based on water systems
are the most investigated and also the most reliable. Regardless of the sub-
stance to be measured the radiolysis of water constitutes the basis of all
aqueous dosimeter systems.

2.1.1 Radiolysis of water and aqueous dosimeters

An aqueous dosimeter is usually a solution which is diluted to such an extent
that it it- possible to neglect the direct absorption of radiation by the solute
and all the observed chemical changes can be attributed to the reactions of
species formed in the radiolysis of the water molecules. When dilute aqueous
solutions (< 0.1 M) are irradiated, almost all the energy absorbed is deposited
in the water molecules and the observed chemical changes are brought about
indirectly via the molecular and, particularly, the radical products' (Spinks
and Woods, 1975).

' r a d i c a l * a r e d e n o t e d h\ a s u p e r s c r i p t c ircle in t h e r e a c t i o n s
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The interaction of radiation with water causes ejection of electrons from the
molecules, thus forming positive H_,O* ions. Water molecules are also excited
(HP').

H2O ->//,<T + i' (2.1)

H,O' -*H" + OH" (2.2)

H2O*->H* + OH" (2.3)

c +«W i,O->f^ (2.4)

where e^ is the hydrated electron. For many purposes it is sufficient to regard

the hydrated electron as an electron trapped by a small group of water mol-
ecules which have become suitably oriented as a consequence of the electron's
presence. The free radicals may combine to form other chemical species:

(2.5)

OH" + OH" - > « A (2.6)

The radiolysis of water results in a free radical group comprised of hydrogen
(//") and hydroxyl radicals (OH")and hydrated electrrns (e^)in addition to the
molecular products hydrogen (H2) and hydrogen peroxide (H,O,).
All the radical-radical reactions are extremely fast, of the order of 10'° M 's '.
Generally the reasons of H" and OH" are slower than those involving the
hydrated electron, c^ (Hart, 1972). The hydrated electrons are important only
in solutions with fairly high pH and very pure water, where the cm is stable
enough to react with dissolved substances or with water molecules in the
following reaction:

^ (2.7)

At lower pH hydrated electrons are rapidly converted to //" by the reaction

e^+Hjr ->H" + Hp (2.8)

Below pH 1.0 this reaction takes place so rapidly that <-„,, reactions with solutes

at moderate concentrations are unimportant. Reactions (2.7) and (2.8) are
principal factors in the pronounced pH dependence of most radiolytic reactions
(Spink and Woods, 1975).
Other reactions in the radiolysis of water :ire:

(',„, + e^llip) -> //, + 2 OH (2.9)

<\,+Otr ->(W (2.10)

(•,„, +H'{+II;O)->H, + OH (2.11)

II' +OII'"->///; (2.12)
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The linear energy transfer, LET of the radiation influences the chemical
yield (Spink and Woods, 1975). For low-LET radiation, such as y rays, high-
energy X-rays, and electrons, the free radical yield is high, and the molecuiar
yield low. Along the track of light, fast-moving particles the "spurs", containing
radicals, are widely separated, whereas with particips such as protons, deu-
trons and ot-particles, the track is similar to a column with a high concentration
of radicals.

Radicals in the track are relatively unstable. The velocity of a chemical
reaction is in proportion to the concentrations of the reacting entities; thus in
dense tracks of heavy particles reactions between the radicals prevail and the
yield of stable products such as H2 and H2O2 is high. However, diffusion from
the spurs formed by the electrons prevents the formation of larger quantities
of permanent products there, as free radicals "destroy" the molecules.

A chemical effect very close to that caused by high LET radiation may be
observed when irradiating water with electrons at a very high dose rate. A
large increase in the number of tracks augments the concentration of radicals,
thus limiting their escape from the combination reactions (2.5),(2.6) and (2.12)
(Broszkiewicz, 1967).

2.1.2 Fricke dosimetry

One of the first chemical dosimeters was presented by Hugo Pricke and Sterne
Morse in 1927. It consisted of a dilute ferrous sulphate solution acidified by
sulphuric acid. When exposed to X-rays, a linear relationship was observed
between the dose and the amount of ferric ions produced in the solution. This
chemical dosimeter, in a modified form' (Fricke and Hart, 1969), is known as
the Fricks dosimeter (or Fricke solution). It has constituted a worldwide
standard in the measurement of absorbed dose. The Fricke dosimeter is
regarded as an absolute (i.e. independent of internal calibration) dosimeter
and is used as a reference method at most departments responsible for dosi-
metry in radiation therapy.

The Fricke solution in its pure form consists of 1.0 mM FeSO4 or
FefNH.l/SO.,), in air-saturated 0.4 M H,SO, (pH 0.46). The reactions,
including the rate constants, is given below (Spink and Woods, 1975):

i'^ + H{)' -+W + HP (*=2J5 10'" M '.i ') (2.13)

In a solution with low pH the i\t immediately react with an oxonium ion and

•A hydrogen radical, h" is created (c.f. (2.8) and (2.9)), which in an aerated
solution reacts with oxygen.

M OrnM NiiCI lidded
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H' +

OH"

HO;

HO:

H,0

+ Fe2'

+ Fe2'

+ H,0

, + Fe2

HOI

'->Feu

*->W,0

+ 0H

+ H02

2 + H2O

+ 0H +0H"

(* =

(t =

(* =

1.9

3.5

7.3

(*

10'°

•10"

105

= 50

M

M

M

M

-'5-')

V )

V )

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

In a solution of 1 mM Fe2* concentration the reactions (2.13H2.15) are com-
pleted (99%) within a few us. Reaction (2.16) is, however, not as rapid and
requires milliseconds, while reaction (2.18) is slow and requires 90 s to be
completed (even longer if the ferrous concentration is lower). As a result of
these differences in reaction rate, G(Fe1*) is time-dependent if the radiation is
delivered as a pulse which is short compared with the reaction rates of the
various reactions. From reactions (2.13)-(2.18) the G(Fe3*) value at a time >
100 s after irradiation may be calculated (Spink and Woods, 1975):

G (Fe ") = lQiUK + i G , + G» + Gi«>] + Gm (2.19)

As an example the G(Fe1+) value for 60Co gamma beams is 15.6 '100 eV)'.
Oxygen present in the solution is consumed during the course of irradiation,
but the yield of ferric ions is not significantly affected as the oxygen concen-
tration decreases until the oxygen is virtually exhausted at a dose level of about
400 Gy. At this level the yield rapidly falls to the value characteristic of the
oxygen-free solution (Spinks and Woods, 1975). Reactions (2.14) and (2.16)
stop above the complete depletion of oxygen, thus considerably decreasing
G(Fe^).

G(Fe'*) is affected by factors which alter the primary yields, e.g. pH and
LET, the dose rate at extremely high rates, and the concentration of acid and
ferrous ions. There is also a small dependence on irradiation temperature (Law,
1970 and Shortt, 1989).

Increasing LET has the effect of reducing the radical yields but increasing
the molecular product yields from water. This leads to a decrease in G(Fe3*)
with increasing LET.

The normal range of ferrous ion concentrations is from 0.1 mM to 10.0 mM
Ferrous sulphate. Both above and below this range in air-saturated solutions
G(Fe:u) decreases (Fricke and Hart, 1966).

The G(Feu) value is independent of the dose rate between 0.001 and 2106

Gy/s and for dose rates below 1 Gy per pulse (pulse length approx. 1.4 ^s) in
a pulsed radiation field (ICRU 34,1982 and ICRU 35,1984). At very high dose
rates G(Fe') is reduced by the occurrence of inter radical reactions such as

2HO! ->//,O, + <9, (2.20)

- 12-



which compete with the radical-solute reactions (2.16) that predominate at
lower dose rates.

The sulphuric acid concentration can be lowered to 0.05 M with only a 2%
drop in GfFe^) mainly attributed to reaction (2.7), but at lower concentrations
of acid the dose response curves are no longer linear; G(Fe3*) falls and the
system becomes unreliable. The reaction

Fe" + HOi-^Fe2t + H' + O1 (2.21)

which competes with the oxidation reaction (2.16) is largely responsible for
this nonlinear response at higher pH (Allen et al., 1957).

Organic additives (RH) can increase the yield of ferric ions in aerated sol-
utions (Das, 1971) by the sequence of reactions:

OH" + RH ->/?" + H2O (2.22)

R"+O,->RO'; (2.23)

RO': + tr + Fe2-*Fe'* + RO2H (2.24)

ROM + Fe2' ->Fe^ + RO'+OH (2.25)

" (2.26)

Thus each hydroxyl radical brings about the oxidation of three ferrous ions
instead of only one, and the yield of ferric ions is spuriously high. The deliberate
addition of organic coi.ipounds sometimes leads to even higher yields of ferric
ions than would be predicted from reactions (2.22)-(2.26). G values up to 75 in
the presence of ethanol (Dewhurst, 1952) and about 250 in solutions containing
formic acid (Hart, 1952) have been reported. In these examples a chain reaction
must be taking place and reaction (2.26) is probably replaced by

RO +RH^>R"+ROH (2.27)

The addition of small quantities of sodium chloride (about 1 mM) reduces the
effect of organic impurities by converting the hydroxyl radicals to chlorine
atoms in a reaction whose overall stoichiometry is represented by (Spink and
Woods, 1975):

OH" + CI + // '-> C I" + HP (2.28)

The chlorine atom may react with either a ferrous ion or organic material

(2.29)
CT+RH ->tf' + C7 +H' (2.30)

but, in fact, reacts predominantly with Ve2' with the net result that each OH"
leads to the oxidation of one ferrous ion, regardless of the presence of the
organic material.

- 13 -



The most reliable way of determining the ferric ion concentration in a Fricke
solution is by direct spectrophotometric analysis of the irradiated solution
(ICRU 35, 1984). The measurements are carried out at 304 nm at the ferric
ion absorption maximum, usually with 1 cm absorption cells. The reproduc-
ibility in the ferrous sulphate dosimetry system in mCo gamma beams is 0.2%
(Mattsson et al., 1982). When the G values are measured using
spectrophotometers e^G1 should be reported rather than G to avoid systematic
errors introduced by tm (Svensson and Brahme, 1986).

2.2 The use of NMR for absorbed dose measurements
The principle of Fricke dosimetry and therefore of the dosimeter gel, is the
transformation of ferrous to ferric ions by oxidation. The combination of Fricke
dosimetry and nuclear magnetic resonance of protons, relies on the ability to,
measure the amount of ferric ions produced in the dosimeter with the aid of
an NMR-specific parameter. It was shown by Gore et al. (1984a) that the
inverse of the proton spin-lattice relaxation time, (1/T1) was linearly correlated
to the absorbed dose in a Fricke solution and that was explained by different
paramagnetic properties of the ferrous and ferric ion, respectively. The fol-
lowing section will therefore describe the basic theory of absorbed dose
measurements using this parameter and a ferrous sulphate in solution and in
gel.

2.2.1 Relaxation in paramagnetic solutions
In an atom each electron spin generates a local magnetic field (magnetic
moment). The electrons are oriented within many atoms in such a way as to
cancel each others' spin magnetic moment. Paramagnetic species, however,
are characterized by at least one unpaired electron, and the magnetic moments
are therefore not completely cancelled out. These "uncompensated" electrons
give the atom a permanent magnetic moment. Since the magnetic moment of
the electron is 658 times greater than that of the proton, paramagnetic atoms
will possess a much greater magnetic moment than that of hydrogen nuclei
(Wesbey, 1988) (Fig. 2). Both Ve2* and Fe3' are paramagnetic.

The basic theory of proton relaxation is described in many publications and
textbooks (e.g. Abragam, 1961) and now includes both effects in agarose gels
(Ablett et al., 1978), and paramagnetic ions in solutions and gels (Koenig and
Brown, 1984, and Walker et al., 1989).

"rm is the difference of molar linear absorption coefficient for ferric ions and for ferrous ions
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Figure 2. This schematic of a
molecule with a spinning,
unpaired electron (symbolized
by the large central arrow)
depicts the local, paramagnetic
effect in the inner hydration
sphere (the inner shaded area)
and the outer hydration sphere
(the outer shaded area) of a
paramagnetic centre on neigh-
bouring hydrogen nuclei (small
arrows with unpaired protons).
The paramagnetic molecule
tends to enhance proton relax-
ation of nearby hydrogen nuclei
and thereby shortens Tl values
(Bräsch, 1983).

4

The spin-lattice relaxation time, Tl of hydrogen nuclei in aqueous solution
is determined by the intensity and frequency spectrum of the time-dependent
magnetic fields experienced by each nucleus (Abragam, 1961). These local
fields are nodulated by the random molecular motions inside the fluid. The
dominant source of magnetic interaction in pure water is the dipole-dipole
coupling between hydrogen nuclei in the same molecule or between neigh-
bouring molecules (Gore et al., 1984a). The relaxation time of pure water is
long (seconds) but is considerably shortened if paramagnetic ions are present.
Equation (2.31) gives the expression for the relaxation rate as a sum of three
contributions (Koenig and Brown, 1984).

(2.31)

where:
l/Tl. = contribution from pure (bulk) water,
1/Tlp = contribution from the hydration sphere around the paramagnetic centre and

O, = outer sphere contribution, in which contributions from weakly associated
second-sphere complexes as well as all longer range contributors are included.

The majority of relaxation is directed through the exchange of bound and
free water molecules, although there may be a small contribution, (O,) to the
overall relaxation from water molecules outside the inner hydration sphere.
The three contributions can be treated as strictly additive under essentially
all conditions, including the simultaneous presence of several types of solute
paramagnetic ions. The inner hydration exchange term is given by equation
(2.32):
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(2.32)

where:
N = the molar concentration of paramagnetic ions,
N, - thf. number of water protons in the hydrated sphere of the metal ion
N, = the molar concentration of water protons,
T; j : the proton relaxation time within the sphere and
t = the lifetime of the proton in the hydration sphere.

1/T1M. the main paramagnetic contribution to the proton relaxation
desu-ibed by (Solomon, 1955 and Bloembergen and Morgan, 1961):

is

1 2 S(S +

15 tfr*

3tc 7T,

(2.33)

v.t: re:
? = electron spin quantum number (4/2

and 5/2 for ferrous and ferric ions,
respectively)

KV = the proton g factor
'•is = the nuclear magneton
.\ = the hyperfine coupling constant
c>, = Larmor frequency for the proton

spin
T = the correlation time for the dipolar

interactions

r = the ion-nucleus distance (the distance
between a water proton and the para-
magnetic centre)

g = the electronic g factor
8 = the Bohr magneton

to*,- the Larmor frequency for electron
spin ((&, = 658 co,)

= the correlation times for the scalar

interactions

The first term on the right-hand side of equation (2.33) describes the dipolar
interaction whilst the second term describee the contact hyperfine interaction.
I- or both Fe*' and Fe** the scalar terms are negligible, so the only important
correlation time is x,, which is determined in general by combined effects of
rotation, electron relaxation and proton exchange (Gore et al, 1984a). Since
these three processes are independent:

1 1 1 1
-- = — + -H
X, Tr T, Xm

where:
T, = is the rotational correlation time of the hydrated ion

T, = is the electron spin relaxation time

zm = see above

(2.34)
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Besides the spin states (S), which are different for the ferric and ferrous ions,
the correlation times, dominated by the electron spin relaxations time are very
different. Therefore, the ability to increase the relaxation rate will differ
considerably for the ferrous and ferric ions. At 20 MHz ferric ions increase the
relaxation rate about 20 times more than ferrous ions (Gore et al., 1984a).
Thus, the relaxation rate of the dosimeter solution should be affected signifi-
cantly when ferrous ions are oxidized.
Equation (2.31) can be simplified to:

where R, is the relaxivity (s'M ') of the paramagnetic ion. It is clear from
equation (2.'W.) that the relaxation rate increases linearly with the concen-
tration of the paramagnetic ion, N.

[Fe"| 1/T1 1/T1

and

Absorbed dose [Fe ' | Absorbed dose

Figure .1. In a Fricke solution ferric ions arc produced in proportion to Lhc absorbed
dose. Ferric ions are piininia^tietic and 1/T1 is proportional to a paramagnetic con-
centration As a •onsc(|uence, 1/T1 will be proportional to the absorbed dose.

The relaxation rate, 1/T1 is therefore the NMR parameter to be evaluated
in order to obtain the absorbed dose. Due to the linear relationship between
the concentration of ferric ions and 1/T1, there will also be a linear dose
response (absorbed dose vs. 1AF1 )ina Frickesolution(Goreetal., 1984a,Olsson
et al., 1985) (Fig..'{). TheGlFe1' value or sensitivity of the Fricke solution will
correspond to the >lope of the dose response. The sensitivity may therefore also
be expressed in dimensions of s 'Gy '.

2.2.2 Relaxation in agarose gels

In general, in an agarose gel the relaxation rate of water protons is higher
than bulk water values. The explanation has generally been that in the gel,
the water-protons were vilhvr frve, when behaving as bulk water, or bound i.e.
physically associated with the polysaccharide macromolecule (Walker, 1988).
Models are based on the concept that the water be may divided into distinct
phases each having a discrete relaxation time, rather than a continuous dis-
tribution. When there is rapid exchange between each phase a single average
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relaxation rate is observed. The most complete model of water in different
phases is the three-component exchange model (Ablett et al., 1978), which
consists of three phases: the subscript w denoting free bulk water, and a and
b denoting water molecules with modified properties. The relaxation rate in
agarose, 1/T1A is then:

' P» , P° , P» ( 2 3 7 )

A fraction Pw of the total water is free with a relaxation time Tlw equal to that
of bulk water. A fraction P,, consists of water molecules in close association
with the macromolecule surface i.e. in a hydration layer. There is rapid
exchange between these two mobile phases. The fraction Pb is tightly bound
to the agarose and has a relaxation time Tlb and a lifetime xh in this phase. Pu

and Pb are proportional to the agarose content. There may be non-exchangeable
protons on the polysaccharide chain but they will not contribute to the
population-weighted relaxation time, since they are not engaged in any
exchange (Walker, 1988). The amount of bound water is normally limited to
0.1-3.6 g of water/g of agarose corresponding to 1.5 to 50 water molecules per
disaccharide unit (Ablett et al., 1978).

Equations (2.36) and (2.37) can be combined to describe the relaxation times
of paramagnetically doped agarose gels if two assumptions are made (Howe,
1988): a) that none of the ions is bound in the agarose such that it no longer
contributes to proton relaxation, b) that the ions are in the mobile phases of
water where fast exchange occurs. The population-averaged relaxation is then
given by:

+i\f)NH+fNR' (2.38)

where TJA is the relaxation time of the undoped gel, f the fraction of para-
magnetic ions in the loosely bound water phase and R,' the relaxivity of the
paramagnetic ion in this phase.

The relaxation rate is linearly related to the absorbed dose for a Fricke
solution (section 2.2.1), due to the general fact that the relaxation rate is
proportional to the paramagnetic concentration. According to (2.38) the linear
relationship is expected to be maintained when a dosimeter solution is
incorporated into an agarose gel, if the effects of the radiation chemistry of the
gel are not considered. The relaxation rate in agarose phantoms has also shown
a linear relationship with the concentrations of other paramagnetic ions, for
example gadolinium, Gd:u ions (Walker, 1988) and nickel, N P ions (Chris-
toffersson et al., 1991).
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2.2.3 Estimation of Tl relaxation times using MR images
The advantage of 3D dosimetry of the dosimeter gel system lies in the possi-
bility of acquiring Tl or rather 1/T1 data by means of an MR scanner. It is the
scanner that makes it possible to select an arbitrarily oriented slice within a
phantom. Normally, the scanner provides information from one or more slices
through an object in the form of, typically in a 256x256 matrix. Each pixel
value corresponds to a signal amplitude defined by the pulse sequence used
and by the properties of the object, i.e. the proton density and spin-lattice and
spin-spin relaxation times. Thus, an MR image is a conglomeration of many
different parameters and calculations based on a number of images are gen-
erally required to obtain, for example a 1AT1 map (an image where each pixel
corresponds to a 1/T1 value). Fortunately, the signal amplitude from certain
pulse sequences can be calculated from analytical formulae (e.g. Bakker et al.,
1984, Hardy et al., 1985 or Sperber et al., 1986) given in Table 1. The two pulse
sequences given, spin-echo and inversion recovery, are supplied with every
MR scanner and constitute the basis for relaxation time measurements.

Table 1. Signal amplitudes from two pulse sequences

Spin-echo 5 =*pc""'r:|l-2cH™ re2>" +e~r"n\l

\\+e~nTle~nn\ (2.39)

Inversion s = kpe"rHT:\l - 2 e ~ " T I + 2e '™ " ; : >" - e t R " \ l
Recovery

(2.40)

k = constant p = proton density
Tl = spin-lattice'relaxation time
T2 = spin-spin relaxation time
TR = repetition time TE = echo time TI = inversion time

The formulae in Table 1 are the more elaborate expressions for the signal
amplitudes. The denominator, \\+c ""'e "" ' | , is often neglected because it is
usually very close to unity. The constant, k is dependent on the object and the
configuration of the MR-system, e.g. the transmitter and the receiver coil.
Signal amplitudes from different measurements can only be compared if the
receiver gain is constant or, which is seldom the case, the value of k is known.

Most techniques for the calculation of Tl utilize the formulae given above
(e.g. Kjosetal., 1985, Hardy etal., 1985. Sivewrightetal., 1989 and Masterson
et al., 1989). Often, an approximate expression for the spin-echo formula is
used:

S=kpe ''"-'I I-<• ""'] (2.41)
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This expression (2.41), ignores the disturbance of longitudinal magnetization
recovery b.tween the 90 pulses caused by the refocusing 180 pulse. This is
a justified approximation provided that the repetition time is sufficiently
(compared with T] and/or TE), but erroneous T1 estimates may result if these
conditions are not met (Sperber et al., 1986).

One method of determining Tl is to record a number of spin-echo images
with constant echo time but varying repetition time. This method has actually
been used in this study (see section 3..'5.2).

Tl relaxation time measurements with MR-scanners are associated with
certain difficulties: complications arise from nonuniform radio-frequency
irradiation, a spatial sensitivity distribution of the receiver coil, imperfections
in slice profiles obtained by selective excitation and other effects (Hinson and
Sobol, 1988).

The absorbed dose estimated from a relaxation map will correspond to a
slice defined by the MR scanner. The slice shape and localization are deter-
mined by the parameters of the pulse sequence used and can effect the
relaxation time measurement. In an MR scanner, perfectly rectangular slice
profiles are not produced and out-of-slice data may contribute to the signal.
For the spin-echo sequence the slice shape is known to be dependent on the
repetition time. In this case the shape can be improved considerably by using
a single slice only and a non-selective 180 pulse (Young etal., 1985). Standard
saturation recovery sequences have slice profiles which vary considerably with
the repetition time and a. generally not suitable for measurements of'Tl in
imaging (Bryant et al., 1984).

Kach sequence includes different artefacts and spatially dependent errors
(e.g. signal non-uniformity over the slice). If a single sequence only is used,
the similarity in the artefacts can lead to cancellation in the resulting computed
relaxation time image (Hickey et al., 1986). Such cancellation is not likely to
be found when different pulse sequences are combined. The use of both
inversion recovery and spin-echo sequence images (I USE) for Tl determination
(Lin, 1985), may therefore create artefacts in the Tl image.

Calculations of relaxation rate maps are normally based on 3-8 images (e.g.
Masterson et al., 1989 or Sperber et al., 1989). Calculations may be performed
on a minimum of two images (i.e. a two-point calculation for each voxel). This
will reduce the scanningtimeconsidcrably.The useoftwopointsonly, however,
if not used with care has been shown to produce large errors when the images
have poor signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) or when the parameter settings in the
protocol do not match the optimum values required to calculate the whole range
of relaxation times within the subject (Kurland, 1985).
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To decrease the time needed to acquire the necessary data for a Tl-calcu-
lation, the spin-echo or inversion recovery pulse sequences can be slightly
modified. A Tl map may be calculated directly from one image and a "look-up"
table (Pykett et al., 1983). Specially designed pulse sequences for Tl maps
have also been developed (Hinson and Sobol, 1988 and Brix et al., 1990). Such
methods have the advantage of being significantly faster than methods based
on several separately acquired images, but they are expected to suffer from
uncertainties comparable to the two-point methods.

The equations assume a mono-exponential decay (a single Tl value) for each
pixel volume. A potential problem with this assumption is that within a voxel
there are many proton spin systems with different relaxation properties (Lin,
1985). In gels consisting of paramagnetic ions and agarose, like the dosimeter
gel, bi-exponential decay is, however, not likely to be found (Walker, 1989).

Several authors have addressed the accuracy1 and precision of relaxation
times measured with MR scanners. When using the sequences in Table 1 for
phantom measurements, Tl values of VA accuracy and 6% precision were
achieved (Johnson et al., 1987). The reproducibility of calculated Tl values
across the field of view has been found to be better than 1"A (Breger et al.,
1986), about 5% (Mastcrsonetal., 1989) and about 5-10% (Sperberetal., 1989).

2.3 Review of the development of NMR dosimetry
The measurement of absorbed radiation dose using the Fricke dosimeter and
the NMR technique was introduced by Gore et al. (1984a). 1/T1 was found to
be linearly correlated with the amount of ferric (Fe3*) ions produced from
ferrous (Fe2*) ions in a conventional Fricke solution during irradiation. An
elaborate study of the use of Fricke solutions with NMR has been carried out
byPodgorsak(1989).

Gore et al. (1984b) showed that the oxidation of ferrous ions still takes place
when the ferrous sulphate solution is bound in a gelatin gel. Among the first
images of dose distributions, using both photon and electron beams were those
presented by Olsson et al. (1985), who used gelatin as the gelling substance.
The images were, however, mainly a qualitative demonstration of the tech-
nique, in the same way as was later presented by Hiraoka et al. (1086), using
Sephadex G-200, and Appleby et al. (1987) who used agarose.

Appleby et al. (1988), Olsson et al. (19891) and Schulz e> dl. (1990) have
investigated the influence of gelling substances on the ferrous sulphate sol-
ution. Appleby et al. studied the dose response and made a first attempt to
explain the increased sensitivity of the dosimeter when agarose was added.
Olsson et al. made a comparison of gelatin and another type of agarose with

'The figures tfivrii here Cor iiccurncy iinri precision lire I SD/MV
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respect to the dose response. Both authors also demonstrated the importance
ofbubblingagarosegels with oxygen to maintain a linear dose response. Schulz
studied the dose response for a third type of agarose. A more detailed study of
gelatin as the gelling substance was later carried out by Hazle et al. (1991).

For the first time, Olsson et al. (1990111) demonstrated quantitative
measurements i.e. depth dose and dose profile curves measured by an agarose
dosimeter gel and MRI. The results were compared with diode data. The
dosimeter gel used was a mixture of different agarose powders. The properties
i.e. dose response, uniformity of sensitivity etc. of this gel were presented in a
separate study (Olssonetal., 1991"). In this later study a more comprehensive
chemical reaction scheme for the dosimeter gel was also presented.

Olsson et al. (1990'") and Schulz et al. (1990) have addressed the diffusion
of ferric ions within the gel, which in time »vill blur the original data in the gel
immediately after radiation. The diffusion of ferric ions was later the subject
of a separate study by Olsson et al. (199!1*).

The measurement of absorbed dose using the Fricke dosimeter and magnetic
resonance was recently the subject of an introductory review (Day, 1990).
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3 Materials and Methods

3.1 Materials
The chemicals used, i.e. ferrous ammonium sulphate (BDH Chemicals Ltd,
England), sodium chloride (BDH Chemicals Ltd, England) and sulphuric acid
(E. Merck, Germany)) were of analytical reagent grade and were used without
further purification. Occasionally, ferrous sulphate solutions or ferrous sul-
phate gels are mentioned in the following text and the word ammonium is
omitted. In spite of this it is always the ferrous ammonium sulphate salt which
has been used.

All water used in the preparations was triple distilled and was obtained
from the Department of Clinical Chemistry (Allmanna Sjukhuset, Malmö,
Sweden).

Two substances have previously been proposed for gelling the Fricke sol-
ution; agarose and gelatin1. Usually, a small amount (a few percent) of these
substances has the ability to bind water to a fairly .stiff medium. Agarose is a
polysaccharide. (C^HuCyOH).,),, isolated from agar, which is obtained from
certain marine red algae, and forms a gel of stable, long chains. Such a gel is
a relatively transparent anticonvection medium of extremely high strength,
containing relatively large pores (FMC BioProducts Source book, 1988). The
agarose powders studied were: SeaPlaquefl* (FMC Bioproducts, USA),
agarose/LSL-gel (FMC Litex A/S. Denmark) and SeaGel® (FMC Marine Col-
loids Division, USA).

The gelatin (Apoteksbolaget, Sweden) was of analytical grade as defined in
the Nordic Pharmacopoeia. Gelatin is a purified protein obtained from animal
collagen. Based on to the way gelatin and agarose are produced and the dif-
ferent areas in which they arc normally used, it is obvious that agarose is a
better defined product of higher purity than gelatin.

The agarose and gelatin powders contain water, approx. Wfr (Olsson et al.,
1991"). The amount of gel added in this study is given in percent by weight,
including the water content. It is essential to use gelling substances of high
purity. Both agarose and gelatin of poor quality are available, which contain
impurities that may contribute considerably to undesired oxidation of ferrous
ions. Even though gels of high quality were chosen, the results of each new
batch of agarose or gelatin were compared with results from previous batches
and a batch was excluded from the study if the deviation was significant.

" Agarose is normally used for gel filtration and gel elect rophoresis and^'chitm as a consistency
medium for photographic films, pharmaceuticals and food
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Gel samples were contained in vials made of glass of 1 mm thickness. The
outer diameter was 24 mm and thr height was 125 mm. The vials were sealed
with a plastic cap.

Two kinds of phantom containers were used for imaging, made entirely of
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). The first consisted of a cylinder (4 mm in
thickness) 150 mm in diameter and height. At the bottom of the cylinder a 1
mm thick disc served as the entrance window for the radiation and at the top
there was a 15 mm thick cover. The second was a cylinder 50 mm in diameter
and 125 mm in height. Both ends were covered with 10 mm thick plugs.

As well as measurements of the NMR relaxation time the dosimeter gel and
Fncke solution were investigated in a spectrophotometer at 304 nm (Unicam
Sp500 or Shimadzu UV-160). The gels or solution were kept in cuvettes
(10x10x50 mm1') made of quartz glass (Starna Ltd, Essex).

Standard Fricke solution or Fricke solution is frequently referred to in this
thesis and in the paDers (I-VI). It consists of 1.0 mM ammonium ferrous sul-
phate solution and 1.0 mM sodium chloride dissolved in 0.4 M sulphuric acid.

3.2 Irradiation technique

3.2.1 Irradiation of dosimeter gel samples
The irradiation of vials followed the method outlined by Olsson et al. (19891).
A 6 MV X-ray beam from a linear accelerator (Clinac 1800, Varian, USA) was
used and absorbed doses in the interval 0-60 Gy were delivered depending on
the experiment carried out.

Both the Fricke solution and dosimeter gels were irradiated in the vials (see
section 3.1). Each vial was placed in a water phantom (300x300x300 mm'1) with
the centre of the vial 2 cm below the dose maximum of the depth dose curve
or at the depth of dose maximum. The field size was 150x150 mm'' and the
source-to-surface distance was kept constant (SSD= 1000 mm) for all irradi-
ations, except during the study of the dose rate effect at which the SSD was
varied and the irradiated volume was kept constant. The absorbed dose at the
position of the vial was measured using a calibrated ionization chamber. In
the vials irradiated below the dose maximum, there will be an absorbed dose
gradient within the vials due to the shape of the depth dose curve. This effect
has been reduced by turning the vials through 180 when half of the absorbed
dose was reached. The dose rate was approximately 4 Gy per minute.

3.2.2 Irradiation of dosimeter gel-filled phantoms

The above first described cylindrical PMMA phantom was used. A 2000 ml gel
preparation filled the phantom to a height of approximately 100 mm. A fraction
of each preparation was always used for control measurements in the vials.
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24-30 h after preparation the phantom was irradiated in a h0Co beam (5x5
cm", SSD = 75 cm, Siemens Gammatron), and a 14 MeV electron beam (5x5
cm2 or SSD = 95 cm, Philips SL75/5). The absorbed dose at the depth of
maximum dose was approximately 25 Gy.

Using the second phantom irradiations were also carried out using a Leksell
gamma knife (Klekta Instruments AB, Sweden). A total of 201 ""Co sources
were hemispherically distributed around a treatment volume located within
the unit. Each source was collimated so that narrow, sharp-edged beams
crossfired a target located at the centre of the treatment volume. This
irradiation unit made it possible to create a well-defined geometry of the dose
distribution in the middle of i.he phantom.

3.3 Measurement of Tl and T2 relaxation time constants

3.3.1 Measurements using an MR analyser

The longitudinal proton relaxation time, Tl, was measured using an MR
analyser (Praxis II, Praxis Corporation, USA). The analyser comprises a
permanent magnet, 0.25 T and a coil (transmitter and receiver) with a diameter
of 23 mm. The pulse sequence was 90-90° with a variable time interval between
the pulses. Tl was calculated from a mono-exponential function (25 points).
Between 2 and 4 measurements were made at each point. All measurements
were carried out at room temperature (22 ±2 C). The solution and the gels were
investigated in the same vial in which they were earlier irradiated. Investi-
gations wr*-e completed within 2 hours of irradiation. The chemical reactions
take a certain time to terminate completely (Appleby et al., 1988). Therefore,
if necessary, an adequate delay was allowed before starting the analysis.

The reproducibility of this system, expressed as coefficient of variation is
below V/i (Christoflersson et al., 1991).

3.3.2 Measurements using MR scanners

Before and immediately after irradiation, the phantoms were evaluated in a
0.5 T or a 1.0 T MR scanner (Siemens Magnetom, head-coil). The MR
measurements were always completed within 2 hours post irradiation. Seven
spin-echo images with repetition times TR = 100, 300, 500, 700, 1000, 1500
and 3000 ms and echo time TE = 25 ms were produced. The slice was orient^
along the central axis of the radiation beam and perpendicular to the gun-target
plane. The nominal slice thickness was 6 mm or 3 mm. Using the images and
applying a method of fast, pixel-by-pixel Tl calculation a 1/T1 image was
calculated (Sporber et al., 1989). Briefly, the time coordinate of the centre of
gravity for the curve describing the MR signal vs. TR is calculated. Assuming
a theoretical model for magnetization recovery (e.g. Spcrber et al., 1986) the
corresponding Tl value is extracted. The method requires an approximate
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value of T2, which was taken from a T2 image calculated (least-squares-fit of
the data to a single exponential decay curve) from a measurement with con-
stant TR = 2000 ms and different TE = 30,60,94 and 134 ms. Regarding the
noise level in the MR images obtained, this method of calculating Tl gives a
precision of ±5-10%.

The dosimeter gel was stored at room temperature and the Tl measure-
ments were performed at this temperature (22 ±2°C).
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4 Making a dosimeter gel out of ferrous sul-
phate solution

To constitute an appropriate dosimeter gel the following requirements should
be fulfilled:

1) linear dose response,
2) high and uniform sensitivity (G(Fe'*) value) over the whole volume,
3) physical and chemical stability for a sufficiently long period (days),
4) stability of the position of the produced ferric ions to allow MR

measurements to be made.

An acid environment is necessary in the gel since ferrous ions are not soluble
in neutral solutions and, furthermore, complications arise in the reaction
mechanism at pH values above 1.0 (Fricke and Hart, 1969). The main difficulty
in producing a dosimeter gel consisting of ferrous sulphate solution and a
gelling substance is therefore the damage the acid causes to the gel structure.
Sulphuric acid has been used in this study, which is the most common acid in
Fricke dosimetry. Other acids, such as perchloric acid and hydrochloric acid,
have been studied in Fricke dosimetry, but with less promising results
(Schwartz, 1957).

The acid breaks down the chain structure of the gel, by hydrolytic degra-
dation. At room temperature the process is very slow, but increases with
temperature (Araki, 1956). To achieve a stiff and stable gel, special care has
to be taken regarding the three main parameters effecting the gel strength:
the type of gelling substance, the acid concentration and the mixing tem-
perature.

Since the gel powder must be boiled or dissolved in hot water to form a gel,
the ferrous solution must be added later and at a low a gel temperature as
possible. Using this procedure, the destructive nature of the sulphuric acid is
reduced. In practice, the optimum time for the addition of the sulphuric acid
is when the gel is close to the setting temperature.

4.1 Preparation of agarose gels
To make a final gel volume of 2000 ml, agarose powder (plain or • rixed with
SeaGel®) was added to a glass beaker containing 1500 ml triple distilled water.
The mixture was allowed to stand for at least 30 minutes. It was then boiled
until a clear solution was obtained (typically less than 10 minutes). In order
to cool the gel the beaker was immediately placed in a water bath of circulating
cold tap water. The gel was also bubbled with oxygen during the cooling period
(between 60 and 50 and between 60 and 40 for LSI, and SeaPlaque®,
respectively. The ferrous ammonium sulphate solution (500 ml), of desired
ferrous ammonium sulphate and sulphuric acid concentrations, find 4.0 mM
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sodium chloride was heated to the mixing temperature. The solution was added
when the gel was near its setting point, 42 °C and 32 °C for LSL and
SeaPlaque®, respectively. Compensation for evaporated water was made by
adding water. The gel was then poured into vials or larger containers to be
used as phantoms.

4.2 Preparation of gelatin gels
The gelatin powder was added to triple distilled water (75% of the final volume)
and was allowed to stand for at least 15 minutes. The mixture was then heated
to 45 °C where the gelatin melted completely. The rest of the water containing
the sulphuric acid, ammonium ferrous sulphate and sodium chloride was then
added under constant and careful stirring. The temperature was not permitted
to fall below 40 °C during mixing. The gel was then poured into vials. The filled
containers were sealed with a plastic cap and cooled for at least 2 hours in a
refrigerator at a temperature of about 5 C.

4.3 Selection of gelling substances
Gelatin and agarose/LSL were both found to be useful as gelling substances
(Olsson et al., 19891). Approximately 1% by weight agarose and 4% gelatin
powder were needed to form a stable gel. Agarose was selected for further
studies due to the fact that the sensitivity was almost twice as high as that
for gelatin. MR scanners are rather insensitive instruments for quantitative
measurements. High sensitivity of the dosimeter gel is therefore mandatory
(Day, 1990). The agarose gel also has better linearity than gelatin gel (Olsson
et al, 19901").

gel phantom

^»break-down

acid acting
on the gel

rapid cooling rate at edge

Figure 4. A schematic (inscription of the gel phantom during the cooling period. The
temperature in the middle will be high for an extended period of time. Therefore, the
hydrolytic degradation of the gel is more pronounced in that part of the phantom. This
hreak down of the agarose chains effects the dose response of the gel.
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The agarose/LSL dosimeter gel was shown not to give a uniform dose
response over the entire volume when large1 phantoms were prepared (Olsson
et al., 1991"). The sensitivity in the middle of the phantom was significantly
higher than at the edge. A uniform sensitivity within the gel phantom is
nssential in dose distribution studies.

For a large phantom the cooling rate is considerably faster at the edge than
in the middle, where it may take several hours or more to reach the equilibrium
temperature. The destructive ability of sulphuric acid is temperature
dependent, therefore, the hydrolytic degradation of the agarose chains is more
efficient in the middle of a phantom (Fig. 4). The sensitivity of the gel is
dependent on the degradation and increases as the degradation proceeds. For
a phantom made of agarose/LSL of a typical size, the difference in sensitivity
was as great as 70r/t between the edge and the centre. By using another agarose
gel, SeaPlaque* which has a gelling temperature about 10 C lower than LSL
(or approx. 30 C), the difference was decreased to about 5r/i (Olsson et al.,
1991").

The degradation may create a more uniform distribution of the agarose
throughout the gel. This may explain the fact that the sensitivity was
dependent on the degradation. The acid hydrolysis of agarose will not only
create "loose ends" in the agarose chains, which are able to block the otherwise
free pores of the carbohydrate, but also produce short oligosaccharide chains
that participate in the chain reaction. This increased presence of carbohydrate
in the gel cavities could increase the sensitivity by decreasing steric hindrance
to the propagation reaction (section 5.2). An effective increase in the rate
constant of this reaction would decrease/U (reaction 5.17), thereby increasing
the G(Fe'') value. This means that the increased hydrolysis of agarose in the
centre of a large phantom due to a slower cooling rate will also increase the
sensitivity of the gol at the centre of the phantom.

By mixing a sufficient amount of another polysaccaride SeaGel® with the
SeaPlaque", the dependence of the cooling rate was cancelled. For the aga-
rose/LSL gel the initial difference was too large to make this possible even
when considerable amounts ofSeaGclCi* were added. This may also be due to
the fact that high concentrations of SeaGelC) cause a slight increase in the
gelling temperature.

The variability of the sensitivity within a gel preparation was estimated
from a number (n=13) of measurements, in which the gel was irradiated with
absorbed doses between 0 and 40 Gy. The vials (n=156) were treated during
the cooling down period as described by Olsson et al. (199111). The total dif-

olumrs > I dm'
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ference in response between slow and rapid cooling rate was 0.99 ±1.5 (x ± \SD )•
This number will correspond to the intrinsic variation of sensitivity in a gel
phantom.

SeaGel® increased the distribution of carbohydrate throughout the gel.
Therefore SeaGel® not only increases the general sensitivity of the gel system,
but also reduces the above mentioned effect of the acid degradation of the gel,
as the presence of SeaGel® throughout the pores of the gel outweighs the extra
carbohydrate released by the acid hydrolysis.

By mixing of agarose powders SeaPlaque® and SeaGel® a new agarose
dosimeter was produced, which demonstrated a uniform dose response, even
for large phantoms. This dosimeter gel also had a higher sensitivity than those
reported earlier for agarose gels (Olsson et al., 19891).

The gelatin gels studied here showed no dependence on the cooling rate.
The sensitivity of the new agarose dosimeter gel is, however significantly
higher and it also has better linearity than gelatin gels (Olsson et al., 19891

and 1990'", and Hazle et al., 1991).
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5 Characteristics of the dosimeter gel
The following chapter discusses the characteristics of a dosimeter gel described
in the last chapter (4.3) i.e. a mixture of agarose powders; SeaPlaque® and
SeaGel®. Firstly, the different factors affecting the dose response are
described. Then the chemical reaction scheme is proposed, the interaction
characteristics are given and the significance of diffusion is demonstrated.
Finally, a comparison of the properties of the proposed dosimeter gel are
compared with other published data in the field.

5.1 Factors affecting the dose response

5.1.1 Oxygen bubbling
When the agarose gel is boiled, some of the dissolved oxygen is lost. Oxygen
is necessary to maintain constant G(Fe3') and a linear dose response for the
Fricke dosimeter (section 2.1.2). This is also true for ferrous sulphate solutions
in agarose gels. Dosimeter gels with an initial ferrous concentration of 1.5 mM,
show non-linearity above 15 Gy if not bubbled with oxygen (Olsson et al., 19891).
Therefore, all studies of the dosimeter gel were carried out using oxygen-
bubbled gels. This gives a linear range up to about 30 Gy and 50 Gy for 1.0
and 1.5 mM ferrous concentration, respectively. Since G(Fe:!*) depends on the
initial ferrous concentration (see section 5.1.2) the linear range varies
according to the consumption of ferrous ions. In gels bubbled with oxygen, the
depletion of oxygen will occur much later than the depletion of the ferrous ions.

Absorbed dose (Gy)
Figure 5. The dose response curves for a dosimeter gel (1.2.OT SeaPlaquefB+0.25''/r
SeaOel") and 1.5 mM ferrous cone, 1.0 mM sodium chloride and 0.05 M sulphuric acid)
bubbled (•') and not bubbled (•) with oxygen. For the gel bubbled with oxygen the
slope -nd thus the sensitivity is higher and the response is linear in the interval studied.
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Oxygen bubbling not only maintains a linear dose response, it also increases
the overall sensitivity of the gel (Fig. 5). This has been observed previously for
organic impurities in Fricke solution (Dewhurst, 1953).

5.1.2 The ferrous ion concentration

The ferrous ion concentration significantly influences the sensitivity of the
dosimeter gel. The sensitivity decreases with increasing ferrous ion concen-
tration and the linear range of the dosimeter depends on the sensitivity (Olsson
et al., 1991"). For the 1.5 mM [Fe2'J the sensitivity is six times higher than for
a standard Fricke solution. This corresponds to a G(Fe'*) value of 94 (100 eV)'
(Table 2). The G values may be compared with those for a Fricke solution
containing bensoic acid, a well-known sensitizer, which results in a G value of
only 66 (100 eV)' (Adams and Balkwell, 1957).

Table 2. The sensitivity for dosimeter gels. (Dose response curves in section 5.5).

Ferrous sulphate
concentration

(mM)

0.5

1.0

1.5

Sensitivity
USD

(s'Gy')

0.196 ±0.007

0.130+.0.005

0.108 ±0.002

Corresponding
GfFe")1

(lOOeV)1

170

113

94

Approx.
linear range

(Gy)

0-10

0-30

050

The above G values have been calculated by comparing the slopes of the
dose response curves, as outlined by Olsson et al. (199111). This is correct as
long as the G value corresponds directly to the slope at the dose response ci"-ve.
For gels with a 1.5 mM [Fe '̂J the sensitivity is 0.108 s 'Gy ' and for a F'icke
solution 0.018 s 'Gy ' giving the ratio 6.0. The average sensitivity was found
to be 0.1085 s 'Gy' and the value of cnG= 236410" (±IO9() m'kg'Gy ' from 4
measurements in a spectrophotometer. For a Fricke solution emG=353-106

m^kg'Gy' (Svensson and Brahme, 1986)givinga ratio of6.7. Bearing in mind
the uncertainty in the determination of ê G for the gel, a change in sensitivity
(s'Gy ') corresponds well toa change in chemical yield (m^kg'Gy ' or (100 eV)1).

The dependence of sensitivity on ferrous ion concentration may be explained
by the probability of the ferrous ion reacting with radicals (Olssonetal., 1991").
At high ferrous concentrations the probability of the radicals reacting with
agarose molecules decreases. The ferric yield will then decrease, since fewer
radicals will be formed which can eventually oxidize ferrous ions. This is
consistent with the proposed reaction mechanism (section 5.2), since reactions
(5.2) and (5.15) represent competition for OH radicals between Fe2* and aga-
rose.

"Fr ickc solution 0.018 s 'Gy ' corresponding to 15.6 (lOOeVV (Olsson o t a l . , 1989 'and I'od-
gorsiik. HIHiti.
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Depending on the presence of the chain reaction, the sensitivity of the gel
is more directly dependent on the ferrous concentration than is the Fricke
solution, whose sensitivity depends only on the [Fe2*J/[Fe:i*J ratio (Allen and
Rotschild. 1957).

Gels have also been prepared without ferrous sulphate. These gels however,
are not effected with respect to the relaxation rate when irradiated (Olsson et
al., 1989').

5.1.3 The sulphuric acid concentration
Two effects of sulphuric acid concentrations higher than 50 mM can be noted
(Olssonetal., 1991"). Firstly, the sensitivity increases somewhat with the acid
concentration. Secondly, the difference in sensitivity between slow and rapid
cooling rate is enhanced.

The increase in sensitivity with acid concentration is rather moderate. The
disadvantages are three-fold: a stronger cooling rate dependence, a weaker gel
strength and poor uniformity. These disadvantages are seriousenough to make
acid concentrations above 50 mM unsuitable. At concentrations below 50 mM,
however, the sensitivity drops considerably (Fig. 6).

No account has been taken of the fact that at the same concentration of
ferric ions, the relaxivity of the ions decreases if the pH value increases (Koenig
et al., 1985). This effect is expected to be pronounced at pH levels above 1, at
which the ferric ions start to form complexes. Lowering the sulphuric acid
concentration more than is necessary to achieve good gelling conditions will
not only decrease the chemical yield, but also affect the total sensitivity by
significantly decreasing the relaxivity of the ferric ions (Fig. 6).

100 200 300 400

Sulphuric acid concentration (mM)

500

Figure 6 The sensitivity of the dosimeter gel 11 2!irf Seal'laque*+0.2f>r; Seiidel-*" and
I.f> mM ferrous mid 1.1) mM sodium chloride concen' ration > for different sulphuric add
concentrations.



The difference in sensitivity between 10 and 50 mM sulphuric acid con-
centration isabout 15% which corresponds to the expected fall of approximately
10-20% in relaxivity (Koenig et al., 1985). Therefore, 50 mM sulphuric acid is
preferred since this gives a high, uniform sensitivity. Furthermore, the dose
response curves are both reproducible and linear. This is also valid for the
standard Fricke system (section 2.1.2).

5.1.4 Dose rate

The dose rate response of the dosimeter gel in a 6 MV X-ray beam was studied
up to a dose rate of 12.4 Gy/min (Olsson et al., 19891). The maximum dose per
pulse was 0.69 mGy and the pulse length 2 us. No dependence on the dose rate
was found.

In external radiation therapy, dose rates rarely exceed 2-3 Gy/min for
continuous irradiation or tens of mGy per 2-4 us pulse for accelerators that
produce pulses at constant frequency (Planskoy, 1983). Investigations of the
effect of dose rate on the dosimeter gels are not complete, but cover the clinically
most frequently used dose rates. Problems may arise, however, at low dose
rates for example due to spontaneous oxidation or diffusion of the ions (sections
5.1.6 and 5.4).

5.1.5 Radiation quality

No variation of the GfFe3*) value, within 2% was found for a number of common
radiation qualities (Olsson and Mattsson, 1991V). Fricke solutions were used
as a reference and were assumed to have the same energy response (within
\7c) for the energies used (ICRU 35,1984 and Svensson and Brahme, 1986).

Experiments were carried out with 6 and 18 MV photon beams and 6 and
18 MeV electron beams. For the electron beams, the average electron energy
at the centre of the sample was 2.7 and 14.6 MeV, respectively.

The uncertainty in these measurements was considerable. Measurements
should be carried out for a wide energy range, when the uncertainty in the
measurements has been considerably reduced.

5.1.6 Intrinsic oxidation of ferrous ions
A fraction of the ferrous ions are spontaneously oxidized in the gel, during the
gel preparation procedure, and continuously at a slow rate. Even in a Fricke'
solution there is a spontaneous oxidation, normally at the rate of a few uM/day.
The rate of this oxidation is proportional to the square of the ferrous ion
concentration and the first power of the oxygen concentration (Huffman and
Davidson, 1956).
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Using gel without ferrous ions as a blank sample in the spectrophotometer
the intrinsic oxidation in the gel can be measured. About 3% of the initial (1.0
mM) ferrous ion concentration in the dosimeter gel is oxidized during gel
preparation procedure and the following 24 hours, which is the normal duration
before the gel is used.

6

10 15 20
Absorbed dose (Gy)

25 30 35

Figure 7. The dose response curves for a dosimeter gel (1.25% SeaPlaque®+0.25%
SeaGelJf and 1.5 mM ferrous cone, 1,0 mM sodium chloride and 0.05 M sulphuric acid).
The gel was irradiated 4 (•), 24 (> land 52 (»I hours after preparation.

The length of the time between preparation and irradiation affects the dose
response only moderately. In figure 7 the data shown from gels irradiated at
4,24 and 52 hours after preparation. The intercept increases due to the intrinsic
oxidation, but the slopes of the curves differ only slightly (< 3%).
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Figure 8. The T l values for a dosimeter gel (1.25% SeaPlaqueoc+0.25% SeaOel® and
1.5 mM ferrous cone, 1.0 mM sodium chloridp and 0.05 M sulphuric acid) measured
at diffr-'-nt t imes after irradiation with 0 ( » ) , 10 ( ), 20 ( • ) , 30 <") and 40 (*) Gy.
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The irradiated samples were normally investigated within 2 hours after
irradiation. The Tl values decrease due to the intrinsic oxidation (Fig. 8). The
measured slopes of the dose response curve differ by less than 4% (10%)
between the measurement immediately and 4 (50) hours after irradiation.

5.2 Chemical reactions in the dosimeter gel
The agarose dosimeter gels have a high sensitivity. To explain the high
sensitivity of this kind of dosimeter gel a chain reaction within the gel is needed.
A reaction scheme, adapted from Hart (1952) (c.f section 2.1.2) for ferrous
solutions containing formic acid, has been proposed for agarose gels containing
ferrous ions (Appleby et al., 1988). The chain is initiated by the radicals H",
el, and OH" and the hydrogen peroxide generated by the radiolytic decom-
position of water. Using RH to represent the agarose molecule, and RX and
ROM to represent reduced and oxidized forms of agarose, respectively, the
following reactions are postulated:

Initiation
Hfi-+H°,OH°,e^,H2O2

^ + / r - » A T (5.1)
OH°+RH ->°R+H2O (5.2)

H" + RH ->'R+H2 (5.3)

When the gel is exposed to radiation the radicals H", OH", e.'m and hydrogen
peroxide, H2O2 are generated. These products react with the agarose molecule,
RH, and induce the agarose radical, "R (5.2) and (5.3), which starts the chain
reaction.

Propagation
"R + O2 ->" RO2 (5.4)

2 u (5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

RO2H + Fe2* -» Fe%* +" RO + OH' (5.8)

"RO+RH SR+ROH (5.9)
H' + O2-*"HO2 (5.10)

l " (5.11)

The most significant steps for the chain mechanism are reactions (5.4) and
(5.9). In (5.4) a radical, "RO2 is formed which both oxidizes ferrous ions, (5.5),
(5.6)and (5.8), and results in a new radical, "RO. This can re-react with agarose,
(5.9) and as a result a new "R is formed and the reactions can start again from
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the beginning (Fig. 9). This process is dependent on the gel being well oxy-
genated. Reactions that could terminate the chain are <5.12) - (5.16). Reactions
(5.12M5.16) will dominate at high doses as [Fe3*] builds up.

Figure 9. The dynamics of the
agarosedependent chain
propagation reactions in the
dosimeter gel. The chain starts
with an agarose radical, "R
which in the presence of oxygen
gives rise to another radical,
"RO,. An oxidation of ferrous to

ferric ions takes place and the
product ROJI continues the

oxidation and produces another
radical, "RO. What makes the
chain complete is the capacity of
the latter radical to react with
agarose again. As a result an C o
new "R is produced, which can
restart the cycle.

Termination
Fe'*+'R ->Fe2t + Hf + RX (5.12)
Fe2*+°R -*Fe" + R (5.13)

(5.14)
(5.15)
(5.16)

The reaction products from reactions(5.12)-(5.16) will not contribute further
to the chain reaction. There is a finite probability that ferric ions will be
reduced, (5.12) and (5.16) Normally, this probability would be small, but it
would increase as the fraction of ferric ions grows. There are also two reactions
(5.13), and (5.15), which although they produce ferric ions, still terminate the
chain reaction. From the reaction scheme it can be shown that:

G{Feu)= , •'-•'!': '"";.. ., (5.17)

From the above, it is evident that if the reaction scheme is correct the
sensitivity would be dependent on the ferrous, oxygen and the agarose con-
centrations. Since we observe an inverse relationship between G(Fen>) and
[Fe*'|. the term /W|/V''|/|/V'| must be less significant than the terms



k2\Fe!'\/\0:\
 a*id k3\Fe2*l([RH\> especially since [Fea*J will be much smaller

than [Fe2*J at low doses. The dependence on oxygen concentration is predicted
by the above reaction scheme to be such that G( Fe3*) increases as [O2J increases.

5.3 Interaction characteristics
The dosimeter gel differs in one respect from other dosimetry systems in the
fact that the detector also constitutes the phantom. The system consists mainly
of water. In order to check if the dose delivered to the dosimeter gel is equivalent
to dose to water several constants (for energies between 10 keV and 50 MeV)
of particular interest were calculated (Olsson and Mattsson, 1991V).

For photons, two materials are identical if u/p, T/p, ajp, <Wp, K/p and p are
matched (ICRU 44,1989). Correspondingly for electrons, if 5/p, (S/pL,,, (S/pU,,
7/p and p are matched.

For the dosimeter gel the relevant constants differ by less than 1.5% for
photons and for electrons by less than 0.5% compared with water.

The mass density of the gel measured using Archimedes' principle was 0.999
±0.007g/cm'at21 °C.

Considering the above results, it is evident that the dose to the dosimeter
gel is a very good approximation of the dose to water. The data can therefore
be compared directly with dose to water data calculated or measured by other
methods.

5.4 Diffusion of ferric ions within the dosimeter gel
Although the use of a gel increases the sensitivity of the Fricke dosimeter, the
primary reason for gelling the solution was to prevent the movement of the
produced ferric ions. Besides convection, diffusion must be studied in the gel.
When the molecule size is of the order of that of ferric ions, the agarose gel is
expected to have very little effect on the diffusion (FMC BioProducts Source
book, 1988).

The diffusion coefficient of ferric ions in the ^el was measured using a
diaphragm diffusion ceil (Olsson et al., 1991w). This consists of two compart-
ments separated by a gel diaphragm of known thickness and area (Westrin
and Axelsson, 1991). The diffusion coefficient, D was found to be 1.91-102 cnvVh
(±5%).

The effect of diffusion in a well defined geometry, an ellipsoid in the middle
of a dosimeter gel phantom, was studied (Olsson et al., 1991™). It was then
possible to compare the measured diffusion of the ferric ions out from the
ellipsoid with the expected diffusion calculated from the measured diffusion
coefficient. The agreement was excellent, confirming that it is in fact diffusion
that causes the image to deteriorate with time and that the rate of the
deterioration can be predicted by the diffusion coefficient.
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Using the diffusion coefficient, an estimate of how typical depth dose data
will deteriorate with time can be made. It was obvious from these results that,
if the MR measurements were completed within 2 hours after irradiation, there
will be no significant effect on the data (Olsson et al., 1991™).

5.5 Comparison with other dosimeter gels
Besides the present work of Olsson et al. three papers concerning the char-
acteristics of a dosimeter gel have so far been published: Appleby et al., (1988)
and Schulz et al. (1990) regarding agarose and Hazle et al. (1991) regarding
gelatin as the gelling substance. In this section their results will be compared
with the properties of the dosimeter gel presented in this study.

Two mandatory properties of a dosimeter are linear dose response and high
sensitivity (Attix, 1986). The sensitivity has been improved considerably by
adding gelling substances to the ferrous sulphate solution. For the agarose
gels of Olsson et al. and Appleby et al. there is an inverse relationship between
the initial ferrous sulphate concentration (0.2 to 2 mM) and the sensitivity,
due to a chain reaction in the gel. The highest G(Feu) values have also been
reported by these authors (170 (100 eV)', section 5.1.2). Schulz et al. reported
an initial maximum GfFe**) value of 150 (100 eV)"', but according to the slope
of their dose response curves an average G value of about 80 (100 eV)' seems
more appropriate (0-25 Gy). In their gel the ferrous ion concentration affected
the sensitivity differently. At concentrations below 0.5 mM the sensitivity
increases with decreasing fer/ous concentration, but above 0.5 mM this rela-
tionship ceases to be. A sensitivity which is not strongly dependent on the
ferrous concentration in a broader interval indicates that the gels are acting
as a sensitizer only and that no chain reaction is taking place. This is, for
example, the case for dosimeter gels made of gelatin (Hazle et al., 1991), whose
sensitivity is typically about 50% of the agarose-based dosimeter gels. The
explanation of this is that gelatin gel reacts rapidly with OH and HO2 radicals,
and thereby competes successfully with ferrous ions (Appleby et al., 1988).
Hazle et al. also reported that the sensitivity increased with increasing ferrous
sulphate concentration up to 0.5 mM. In other words, opposite relationship to
that in gels exhibiting a chain reaction. The gel proposed in the present study
has a uniform sensitivity over large volumes, useful, for example in large
phantoms. This aspect of the sensitivity has so far not been studied by other
authors.

The sensitivities of the dosimeter gels of Olsson et al. and Appleby et al.
are directly related in the interval in which the dose response is linear. If the
gels are bubbled with oxygen the limiting factor for the upper dose level is the
consumption of ferrous ions. Thus, a small initial ferrous ion concentration
results in a high sensitivity but a narrow linear interval (Fig. 10). It is therefore
somewhat surprising that although the sensitivity seems rather moderate, the
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dose response the gels studied by Schulz et al., is only linear in a small interval.
This may, however, also be an effect of the low sulphuric acid concentration
they used (0.25 mM). There is also a difference in linearity between the agarose
gels of Olsson et al. and Appleby et al. and gelatin gels, which in fact always
exhibit a slightiy curved tendency. This becomes obvious if the dose response
of the agarose gels of Olsson et al., U9901" and 199l") are compared with the
gelatin gels of Olsson et al. (19891) and Hazle et al. (1991).

10 20 30 40
Absorbed dose (Gy)

50 60

Olsson et al Olsson et al Sctiui/ et al
• - - O - - -

Appieoy et al

. . -A---

Figure 10. Dose response curves of dosimeter gels studied by different authors.

Other aspects of interest for a dosimeter are the dependence on dose rate
and radiation quality. Olsson et al. found no dependence of the dosimeter gel
on radiation quality in a rather limited study with respect to the energy
interval. The dose rate response of the dosimeter gel in a 6 MV X-ray beam
was studied up to a dose rate of 12.4 Gy/min (Olsson et al., 19891). No
dependence on dose rate was found. Similar results have been obtained for
dose rates between 0.4 and 3.74 Gy/min (Appleby et al., 1988) and up to 24
Gy/min (Schulz et al., 1990).

A special feature of the gels when used as dosimeters is the diffusion of
ferric ions. The diffusion coefficient has been found to be 1.91-102 cmVh for
gels in this study. This is in close agreement with the results (1.83-10* cm'fh)
of Schulz et al. bearing in mind that they used another kind of agarose, lower
sulphuric acid concentration and a totally different method.

In a conclusion, for agarose gels it seems that the dose response curves of
Olsson et al. not only have a higher sensitivity but also an overall better
linearity as well for corresponding ferrous ion concentrations (Fig. 10). The
fact that considerable differences exist between the dosimeter gels of Olsson
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et al. and Appleby et al. and the dosimeter gel of Schulz et al. is probably due
to the fact that Olsson et al. and Appleby et al. used a different type of agarose
and a higher sulphuric acid concentration than Schulz et al.
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6 Applications of the dosimeter gel

6.1 Conventional external radiation therapy beams
Absorbed dose distributions, i^ the form of depth dose and profile curves were
obtained with the dosimeter gel technique and MRI for a 60Co beam and a 14
MeV electron beam and compared with corresponding data collected by silicon
diodes and a radiation field analyser (Olsson et al., 1990111).

The agreement between the gel and the diode measurements was very gcod.
There is however, a considerable uncertainty in the data obtained with the
dosimeter gel. The precision of the profile data was ±10%, but was somewhat
better for the depth dose data due to the averaging of 5 pixels at every point.

The dosimeter gel gave a somewhat higher dose in the build-up region when
using electron beams. The magnitude of this difference varied between
measurements and the reason is not yet fully understood. The explanations
may be found in the electron collimator, the entry window of the phantom or
the set-up. It may also be due to an imaging effect in the scanner.

6.2 The Leksell gamma knife
The dosimeter gel technique was also evaluated in the Leksell gamma knife
(Olsson et al., 1991^). Two ellipsoid-shaped irradiation volumes with maxi-
mum doses of 15 and 30 Gy were delivered. A profile at the dose image was
positioned along the phantom at the centre of the dose locations. The width of
each of the two peaks when measured at the 50% dose level was approximately
19 mm. This is in good agreement with corresponding calculated dose data, 20
mm (Arndt, 1991). Isodoses, 10 to 90%, calculated from the dose image were
also compared with corresponding data from the dose planning system and
good agreement was obtained.

The feature of the dosimeter gel being both the dosimeter and phantom was
the possible to utilize in the gamma knife. Normally, a stereotaetie frame and
coordinate system is used for tumour and treatment volume localization in the
MR scanner and for treatment in the irradiation unit. This procedure was
performed with a dosimeter gel phantom, but with one difference. After
treatment the frame with the phantom was located once more in the MR
scanner. It was then possible to check if the position of the irradiated volume
was correct. This serves to a check of the total localization and treatment
procedure with a system dependent on no other reference systems than that
actually used in the treatment.
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7 Discussion
In this work a dosimeter gel for 3D-imaging of dose distributions has been
developed. This is a new type of dosimetry system, in need of detailed char-
acterization. In section 4 four requirements for a dosimeter gel were stated.
The first criterion, linear dose response is close related to the second i.e. high
and uniform sensitivity. The dosimeter gel proposed in this study does indeed
exhibit a linear dose response, but the upper dose limit will be dependent on
the actual sensitivity. The sensitivity has not only been increased by a factor
of 6 or more compared with the Fricke dosimeter, but has also been shown to
be uniform for large phantoms. The third requirement was concerned with
stability. The mechanical stability of the gel represents no limiting factor. In
that sense the gel is stable for several months. The chemical stability of the
dosimeter gel is satisfactory. There is an intrinsic oxidation of ferrous ions,
but this is slow and does not effect the sensitivity of the gel significantly within
a reasonable period of time. The last demand stability of the position of the
produced ferric ions for a sufficient period of time to allow MR measurements
to be made, may pose a problem due to the diffusion but only if the measure-
ments extend over several hours. Summing up the results of the dosimeter gel
presented here, it is evident that it fulfils the stated requirements in section
4.

The gel dosimetry system consists of two parts, the gel and the MR scanner.
It is the properties of the MR scanner that make it possible to obtain dose
distributions in any slice within the phantom. The combination of the dosi-
meter gel and M RI has certain advantages over other dosimetry systems used
for the measurement of dose distributions. Inan attempt to make this evident,
a comparison with other dosimeters is made below.

Alanine may also be incorporated within a gel and used for dosimetry
(Wielopolski et al., 1987), but the disadvantage of this method is that samples
of the gel have to be extracted and measured separately by electron spin res-
onance (ESR). KSR spectrometers are rarely found at hospitals in contrast to
MR scanners.

Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) can be arranged in tissue-equivalent
phantoms in small cavities to measure the absorbed dose at a number of points
(e.g. Knöös et al., 198(5). With this method the irradiation geometry can not be
changed easily and the dose can only be measured at points separated by at
least the size of the detector. This method is also dependent on radiation
quality. Thermoluminescent and alanine dosimeters have, however, much
lower detection limits than the ferrous sulphate dosimeter gel.



Measurements using ionization chambers, diodes or plastic scintillators in
a water phantom (radiation field analyser) are quick and straightforward.
There may, however, be severe practical difficulties in scanning an anatomi-
cally shaped phantom or even non-cubic radiation geometries. The detector
and supporting structure (e.g. the cable) may perturb the radiation field. Both
ionization chambers and diodes are dependent on radiation energy and
direction. Since these methods are of on-line type, different radiation fields or
qualities are not easily combined.

Table 3. Comparison of a number of different dosimeter properties. Rating
and precisions quoted are partly taken from Planskoy (1983) but may, to some
extent, be subjective: A, very good; B, good; C, fair; D, poor.

Property

Linear dose response

Detection limit

Energy-independent

Dose-rate-independent

Direction-insensitive

The radiation field is not disturbed

Water-equivalent

Arbitrary geometry possible

Position-specific

Spatial resolution

Bone and etc. may be incorporated

Precision M)

gel
MRI

A

Gy

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

+ 10

ion
chamb.

A

mGy

A-B

A-B

AB

C

B
C

B

C

D

±0.5

diode

A

mGy

AC

A

A-B
B
C
C
B
B
D
+ 1

TLD

B

uGy

A-B

A

A-B

B

B

B

A

B
B

±3

ESR

A

Gy

B
A

A

B

B
A
A

A

A

±3

film

A-C

mGy

D
A

B

C D

D

B

B
A

C

±3

Fricke

A

Gy

A

A

A

B
B
C
B
B
D

±0.2

As with the dosimeter gel, photographic film can integrate the absorbed
dose and the corresponding dose distribution data may be obtained, but in two
dimensions only. The film dos'metry method is both quite fast and has a high
spatial resolution. It may also be considered as dose-rate-independent in the
range encountered in radiation therapy. The main disadvantage is the atomic
composition, which does not meet the general requirements of mimicking soft-
tissue, the dependence on radiation direction and LET and the dose response
characteristics, of which the latter may be nonlinear (ICRU 35, 1984).

From Table 3 it is evident that the dosimeter gel together with MRI has a
number of desirable properties for a 3D dosimetry system. There is, however,
one major disadvantage - the poor precision. Fricke dosimetry is a fairly
insensitive system, which requires high doses to achieve the high precision
given in Table 3. The sensitivity of the ferrous sulphate system has been
improved considerably, due to the dosimeter gel composition. However, it is
still low compared with detectors such as ionization chambers and diodes.
Additionally, the dosimeter gel is combined with MRI, which is also a system
of poor sensitivity and low signal-to-noise ratio.
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The reproducibility of the gel preparations of identical content with respect
to ferrous ions, sulphuric acid etc. is fairly good. The coefficient of variation
for a 1.5 mM ferrous ion dosimeter gel is ±2% (\SDix) Table 2. Since relative
measurements are of interest, the precision within the same preparation is
more relevant. This corresponds to the variation in sensitivity within a dosi-
meter gel phantom. This has been estimated to be ±1.5% (15D/.7) (section 4.3).
According to the depth dose data presented (Olsson et al., 19901") the precision
is considerably lower than would be expected from contributions from the gel
alone. The main contribution to the overall precision of the total system will
therefore be the MR measurement and thus related to MR scanner used.

There are two main ways to improve the SNR dramatically for data used
in the calculation: increasing the slice width or using larger areas than single
pixels foreachTl calculation (Sivewrightetal., 1989). Neither of these methods
is normally applicable for dose distribution measurements, due to the fact that
they will average over volumes including dose gradients.

With the assumption of stochastic noise only in the images, the precision
of calculated 1/Tl values may be estimated to be normally ±5-10% (ISD/x), the
better value corresponding to 1/Tl values for doses above 10 Gy (Sperber et
al., 1989). An estimate of the precision of the total dosimetry system will
typically yield better than ±10% (\SDix). Taking data from the measurements
described in section 6.1 the minimum detectable dose (MDD), defined as three
standard deviations above the signal for zero dose (ICRU 22, 1972), yields
better than 2 Gy. The phantoms in these studies could be irradiated by higher
doses without reaching the non-linear region of the dose response. The MDD
will correspond to the 5% isodose level if an absorbed dose of 40 Gy at dose
maximum is delivered instead of 25 Gy.

One contribution to the total uncertainty of the method is from the slice
configuration in the MR scanner. Firstly, there is an uncertainty in the position
of the slice. Secondly, there is an uncertainty of the shape of the slice. Thi s,
the accuracy in the calculated 1/Tl values depends on the combination of puke
sequence parameters used and the performance of the MR scanner. In this
study, the pulse sequence schemes were optimized with regard to slice shape
by using relatively long 90' excitation pulses, together with non-selective
refocusing pulses. This should reduce the problem of distorted slice shapes at
short TR values (see section 2.2.3). To exclude the influence of "cross-talk"
between different slices, only single-slice (central-slice) measurements were
performed.

Measurements of absorbed dose distributions using a dosimeter gel and
magnetic resonance has introduced a new field in dosimetry. It is a totally
non-invasive and non-destructive dosimetric method, since the dosimeter gel
phantom itself forms the detector - a feature not shared with any dosimetric
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system (Day, 1990). From the discussion presented here it is evident, however,
that in order to realize the potential of the dosimeter gel, further studies and
refinement of the technique are required (see below).
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8 Future development
Radiation dosimetry using magnetic resonance is a new technique. In spite of
this, the system described here has already shown a number of advantages
compared with conventional dosimeters. There is no doubt, however, that many
further investigations and improvements are needed before this system can
compete with established dosimetry methods and be used in clinical practice.
Below is a list of suggestions for further investigations:

a ) A great deal of effort must be directed towards measurements in the MR
scanner in order to improve the accuracy and precision of the method.

b ) Investigations of the dependence on radiation quality and dose rate must
be extended. Radiation qualities over a broad range including, for
example, protons and a-particles, should be studied as well as dose rates
common in brachy therapy and fast scanning electron beam accelerators.

c ) At special geometries or circumstances the diffusion within the agarose
gel may pose a problem. The possibility of attaching a large molecule to
the ferric ions (without decreasing the relaxivity significantly) to retard
diffusion should be investigated. Another kind of gel may also show better
properties with respect to diffusion. Methods of correcting images for the
effects of diffusion should be developed.

d ) The possibility of incorporating structures which are different in atomic
composition from the gel, such as bone or air cavities, should be studied.

e ) The dosimeter gel is water-equivalent. By adding suitable materials it
may be possible to change the atomic composition and the density of the
gel in order to simulate, for example soft tissue or lung tissue.

f) The relaxivify of ferric ions is km .vn to decrease with increasing mag-
netic field strength (Koenig et al., 1985). The SNR, on the other hand,
decreases with increasing magnetic field strength. The optimum field
strength with respect to both sensitivity and the SNR of the
system should be determined.

g ) Fricke dosimetry is an old technique not initially developed for
measurements using MR. There may be other chemical systems of better
sensitivity which are more suited for MR-measurements.
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9 Conclusion
The new dosimeter gel has suitable properties for the measurement of absorbed
dose distributions using the magnetic resonance imaging technique. The
sensitivity is high compared with ferrous sulphate solution, is uniform over a
large volume and the dose response is linear over a wide absorbed dose range.
It is mechanically stable for several days and the rate of diffusion is so low
that MR measurements may be completed within an acceptable period of time.

This dosimeter gel, together with magnetic resonance imaging, will
doubtless find a number of applications in radiation therapy, since it is possible
to mould the gel in arbitrary shapes, and integrate the absorbed doses from
different kinds of fields and radiation qualities.

The new dosimeter gel consists of: 1.25% by weight SeaPlaque®, 0.25%
SeaGel®, 0.05 M sulphuric acid, 1.0 mM sodium chloride and ferrous
ammonium sulphate at concentration that gives the desired linear dose range,
depending upon the application (preferably between 0.5 and 1.5 mM).
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Abstract. Two gels ha\e heen found to be suitable to load with ferrous sulphate solution.
In these soft tissue equivalent phantoms, the absorbed dose distribution can be measured
after irradiation in clinically used MR imaging equipment. The present studies were carried
out using a 0.25 T s\fR analyser without imaging properties.

A ferrous sulphate solution. ».05 M with respect to sulphuric acid, can be geiled with
4",. gelatin to give a dosemei.r which has a response which is linearly correlated I r -0.9981
with the absorbed dose in the interval 0-40 Gy Ferrous sulphate solution can also be
gelled with I"., agarose. but this gel has to be purged with oxygen (o obtain a linear
relationship I r - 0.997) in the same absorbed dose interval.

The ferrous sulphate loaded gels have a sensitivity which is a factor of 2.2 or 4.0 times
higher for gelatin and agarose, respectively, than the ordinary dosemeter solution.

Because the standard deviation of background measurements is higher for the gels than
for the dosemeter solution, the minimum detectable absorbed dose is about the same, or
1.0Civ, for the two gels and the dosemeler solution.

The sensitivity of the ferrous sulphate loaded gels shows no dependence on dose rate
if the mean dose rate and the absorbed dose per pulse are within the limits normally used
n> accelerators for radiotherapy.

I. Introduction

The measurement of radiation absorbed dose using the NMR (nuclear magnetic reson-
ance) technique was introduced by Gore el al (1984a). The proton relaxation rate,
which is the inverse of T, (spin-lattice relaxation time), was found to be linearly
correlated with the amount of ferric ( F e 1 ) ions produced from ferrous (Fe : ' ( ions in
a conventional 'Fricke solution' (Fricke and Hart 1966) during irradiation.

The possibility of using the ferrous sulphate dosemeter together with MRJ equipment
for the purpose of measuring a three-dimensional absorbed dose distribution in tissue
equivalent materials is of the greatest interest for radiotherapy. This presumes that
the ferrous solution can be gelled in order to obtain a phantom which "freezes" the
absorbed dose distribution until it can be visualised. This distribution will, however,
not necessarily remain unchanged over time.

Gore el al (1984b) showed that the oxidation of ferrous ions to ferric ions still
takes place when the ferrous sulphate solution is bound in a gel made of gelatin.
Among the first images of such three-dimensional dose distributions, using both photon
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and electron beams, were those presented by Olsson et al 11985) who used gelatin as
the gelling substance. The images were, however, mainly a qualitative demonstration
of the technique in the same way as was later presented by Hiraoka el al (1986), using
Sephadex G-200, and Appleby el al (1987) who used agarose.

The purpose of this work was to make a detailed investigation of the influence of
gelatin and agarose on the ferrous sulphate dosimetry system. Specifically the response
to various given absorbed doses and the etlect of varying dose rates on the ferrous
sulphate loaded gels were investigated.

2. Material and methods

. . / . Preparation

A ferrous sulphate solution, which was made I mM with respect to ferrous ions
(ammonium ferrous sulphate), 1 mM to sodium chloride and 0.05 M to sulphuric acid,
was mixed with the gelling substance. All chemicals were of analytical reagent grade
and triple distilled water was used. A concentration of about 1 mM ferrous sulphate
was shown to give the optimal sensitivity boih in solution lO'sson et al 1988) and in
the agarose gel (Appleby vt al 1988). The gel was made easier to prepare by using a
lower concentration of acid 10.05 M) compared with that of conventional ferrous
sulphate solution 10.4 M). This decreases the sensitivity C(Fe' ' ) by about IO"n (Olsson
c/ al 1988).

2.1.1. Gelatin. Powdered gelatin (Apoteksbolaget, Göteborg, Sweden) of analytical
grade, as defined in Pharinucopea Nnrdka, was used. The powder was added to distilled
water 175"i» of the linal volume I and was allowed to absorb it for at least 15 min. Then
the mixture was heated to 45 C at which temperature the gelatin melted completely.
The rest of the water containing the sulphuric acid, ammonium ferrous sulphate and
sodium chloridi vas then added under constant and careful stirring. The temperature
was not permitted to fall below 40 C during mixing. The gel was then poured into
glass containers with a diameter of 23 mm. fitting the diameter of the coil in the NMK
analyser. The tilled containers were sealed with a plastic cap and cooled for at least
2 h in a refrigerator at a temperature of about 5 I'.

Dillerent amounts of gelatin, ranging from I to 8",, by weight, were added to the
ferrous sulphate solution in order to find the minimum content to obtain a rather stiff
gel, which remained stable for at least 24 h.

2.1.2. Ai((iro\i'. The agurose powder (( , .HuO.lOHlj, Litex, Denmark) was dissolved
in water at a temperature between 90 and 95 ( , under constant stirring. The amount
of water represented 75".. of the final volume. The mixture was allowed to cool down
to a temperature of about 70 '('. at which time the rest of the water, containing the
sulphuric acid, ammonium ferrous sulphate and sodium chloride, was added under
careful stirring. When water is heated to temperatures near 100 C it releases dissolved
oxygen, This will alfect the (H l e ' ) value. Therefore, the gel was purged with oxygen
for 5 min. This was done at a temperature of 60-70 "(' when the gel was cooling down
and not yet stiff. The gel was then poured into glass containers which were sealed and
cooled down further at room temperature. Samples which were not oxygen purged
were also studied.
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Different amounts of agarose, ranging from 0.5 to 2% by weight, were added to
the ferrous sulphate sclution in order to find the minimum content of agarose which
still produced a rather stiff gel which remained stable for at least 24 h.

2.1.}. Gel without ferrous sulphate. Preparations of gels without ammonium ferro;1

sulphate were made to investigate how the T, value was influenced by irradiation. As
the radiation and the acid might have had a synergislie effect on the gel during
irradiation, gels were prepared both with and without sulphuric acid.

2.2. Irradiation

The gels were irradiated with 6 MV x-rays from a linear accelerator iCIinac 1X00,
Varian, Palo Alto. CA, USA) to absorbed doses in the interval 0-40Civ. The gels that
contained no ammonium ferrous sulphate were given absorbed doses up to 60(jy.

Both solution and gels were irradiated in the glass containers in which they were
measured later. Each vial was placed in a water phantom with the centre of the vial
2 cm below the dose maximum of the depth dose curve. The field si/e and the source
to sample distance were kept constant in all irradiations, except during the second
part of the dose rate experiment at which the distance was varied and the irradiated
volume was kept constant. The absorbed dose at the position of the vial was measured
using a calibrated ionisation chamber. There will be an absorbed dose gradient within
the vials because of the depth absorbed dose curve. This effect has been reduced in
this study by turning the vials half a revolution after half of the absorbed dose was
given. No correction of the absorbed dose was made for the difference in density
between water and the glass wall of the vial.

The effect of the absorbed dose rate was studied in two ways. First, the absorbed
dose per pulse was kept constant at 0.21 m(iy. The pulse length was about 2 /us. By
changing the pulse repetition frequency, the mean absorbed dose rate was varied
between 1.3 and 4.1 Civ min '. Second, the absorbed dose per pulse was varied between
0.21 and 0.69 m(iy, by changing the distance between the focus of the beam and the
sample. This gave mean absorbed dose rates between 3.X and 12.4 (iy mm '. Both
the solution and the gels were given an absorbed Jose of about lOCiy.

2..1. Measurement of 7,

The longitudinal proton relaxation time, / , . was measured in an w i n analyser I I'raxis
II, Praxis Corporation. San Antonio. IX. I'SA) having a magnetic field strength of
approximately 0.25 T. The pulse sequence was a 90 W with increasing time interval
between the pulses (saturation recovery). 7, was calculated from a mono-exponential
function (32 points), f-our averages were made in each point All measurements were
carried out at room temperature (21 C i with a maximum temperature variation of
i 1 •"•('. The solution and the gels were measured in the same container in which they
were earlier irradiated.

In order to investigate the minimum delectable absorbed dose for ferrous sulphate
solution, as well as for the two ferrous sulphate gels. 7, of a non-irradiated sample
of each type was measured repeatedly i 20 limes). The average and standard deviation
were calculated. The minimum detectable absorbed dose was calculated as thai dose
which increases the 1/ 7, value by an amount equal to three times (hestandard deviation
of the unirradiated ! l\ value (ef K Kl |'>72i
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3. Results

.'./. Gelatin

The gelatin can make a still gel out of the ferrous sulphate solution at a minimum
concentration of 4'\ . by weight. There is no tendency to \isible breakdown, but the
relaxation. 7",. of the gel decreases by about 4 ms h '.

As can be seen (figure 1 I. the relaxation rate is linearly correlated i r -- 0.Q9S) to
the absorbed dose in the investigated dose interval 0-40Civ. When compared with
ordinary ferrous sulphate solution, the sensitivity has increased by a factor of about
2.2 liable I).

When increasing the amount of gelatin from 4",, to X'\. the linear relationship is
maintained !/• O.WN). but the increase in sensitivity compared with ferrous sulphate
solution is somewhat lower, by a factor of 1.9 (table 11.

I h e minimum detectable absorbed dose in the present system is l.oCiy.
The relaxation rate as a function of absorbed dose in gelatin gel without any iron

ions is illustrated in figure 2 In contrast to the ordinary ferrous sulphate gel. the
relaxation rate decreases with increasing absorbed dose.

i t u r r 1 . I I K r -1-1 . i •• I I I X I I M l : ' . ! » . i h i r i i l i n n . 1 : . i l ' - . n t v i ! . l " - c t u t k - i U ' u - - u l p h . i u - M i i u l i n n - n n < \ ! H N O ,

k ' i l m i l ] ( i i ' l . i i n i p u n - - ' i l u i i . i n . . t i / l i i ' i l . m i l 4 L i c l . K i r i . ^ c l k - d A i i h v u c l . n i n

l a h l i ' I . I I K > l i >

Ki-I.ilr.
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0-40 Gy. If the gel is not oxygen purged there will be a non-linear relationship (figure
3).

For 1% agarose gel (oxygen purged) the sensitivity is increased by a factor of
approximately 4.0 compared with ordinary ferrous sulphate solution (table I). By
increasing the agarose to 1.5% by weight, as suggested by Appleby el al (1987), the
sensitivity is increased by a factor of only 1.1 (table II.

The minimum detectable absorbed dose in the present system is 0.6 Gy.

2 i
Oose rote 16/ n>n ')

Figure 4. The relaxation rale as .1 function of absorbed dost1 rate I constant dose per pulse) for ferrous
sulphate solutions 0.05 M H,SO,: . pure solution, t . gelled with I"., agarose; . gelled with •*",, gelatin.
The relaxation rates are normalised to the mean value for each solution gel.

0 90
02 03 01. 05

Oose per pulse ImGy/puKel

06 07

Figure 5. The relaxation rale as a function of absorbed dose per pulse for ferrous sulphate solut ions

0.O5 M H . S O , . pure solution; • . gelled with 4",i gelatin. . gelled with I"" agarose. The relaxation

rates are normalised to the mean \a lue for each solution-gel
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The agarose containing no iron ions shows a response to radiation similar to that
of gelatin (figure 2).

.?..?. Dose rate dependence

Figure 4 shows the relaxation rates of the gels, as well as of the ordinary ferrous
sulphate solution, as a function of the absorbed dose rate (constant absorbed dose per
pulse). Figure 5 shows the relaxation rates as a function of different absorbed dose
per pulse. The values are normalised for clarity. As can be seen, there is no absorbed
dose rate dependence. The discrepancy from the normalisation level 1 is within the
limits of uncertainty. The maximum deviation is below 1.5"n (figure 4) and 0.5"•»
(figure 5).

4. Discussion

The results show that ferrous sulphate solution gelled with gelatin or with agarose has
a linear relationship between relaxation rate and absorbed dose in the absorbed dose
interval 0-40 Gy. For agarose this is true only if the gel i* purged with oxygen. This
is probably due to the loss of oxygen during the mixing procedure when water is
almost boiling, it is well known that the production of ferric ions is not linear when
the oxygen concentration is below a certain level (Allen e! al 1957). For agarose gel,
which is not purged with oxygen, the interval in which linearity with absorbed dose
exists will therefore be dependent on how long the water has been near its boiling
point. The longer it takes to mix the gel at this high temperature, the smaller the linear
absorbed dose interval will be. How well the gel is oxygenated will make a contribution
to the total uncertainty of the dosimetry system. Our results may explain why Appleby
el al (19871, who did not purge the agarose gel with oxygen, did not get a linear
relationship above 10G\. Later Appleby el al (1988) did purge the agarose gel with
oxygen, but ihe interval in which the linear dose-response relationship is valid in their
experiment is still not extended above 10 Gy. The reason for this discrepancy to our
measurements is not known.

Visibly, the gels are stable and maintain their consistency for at least 7 days.
However, T, of the gels, measured during the first 40 h, decreases by about 4 and
2 ms h ' for gelatin and agarose, respectively. This is probably due to a slow oxidation
of ferrous to ferric ions. Since the linearity and the slope are not affected and the gel
phantoms are onlv proposed for relative measurements this will not be a problem.

There is no merit, except to gel*a stitfer gel, in increasing the gelatin or the agarose
concentration further, since this will decrease the sensitivity. When a gel gets slitfer,
T, decreases, which means that the relative effect on T, of the ferric ions will decrease.

The minimum detectable absorbed dose is 1.(), 1.0 and 0.6 Civ for solution, gelatin
and agarose, respectively. The standard deviations of 7", al background measurements
are higher for gelatin and agarose than solution, but their increase in sensitivity
compensates for this elfect. The minimum detectable absorbed dose will therefore be
about the same for the gels as for the solution, perhaps somewhat lower.

The fact thai organic compounds enhance the G'( Fe1' ) value in the ferrous sulphate
solution is well known (Fricke and Hart 1966). Both gelatin and agarose have this
sensitising effect on the ferrous sulphate solution with a factor of 2.2 and 4.0, respectively
(table 1). The sensitising effect of the gel more than compensates for the loss in
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sensitivity due to a less acid solution. According to Fricke and Hart (1%6I there would
be a non-linear relationship between the ferric ion concentration and the absorbed
dose when organic additives are present. When the amount of ferric ions is measured
by the NMK technique, organic additives act as sensitisers but the linear absorbed
dose-response relationship is maintained.

Several methods have been suggested for increasing the sensitivity and thus decreas-
ing the minimum detectable absorbed dose further, i.e.. by using sensitisers such us
benzoic acid ( Balkwell and Adams i960). These sensitiseis are supposed to be useful
with NMK (Appleby et ul 19871.

The detection limit and the accuracy, when using a conventional Fricke solution
measured by the present WIK technique, is worse than when the spectrophotometrie
method is used, for which Mattsson et al 119X2) slated thai the minimum delectable
absorbed dose is 0.08 Civ. The SXIK analyser used is. however, not optimised for
absorbed dose measurements. Another design of coil may improve the signal-to-noise
ratio, as could a more sophisticated pulse sequence ( Farrar and Becker 1971, Fukushima
and Roeder 19X11. The diameter of the containers is not optimised for absorbed dose
measurement.

Normally, the ferrous sulphate dosimetry system is insensitive to changes in the
absorbed dose rate. Up to an absorbed dose rate of 10(1 mCiy per pulse in a pulsed
radiation field I IC'RU 19X2), or 4(1 Civ s ' in a continuous radiation beam, there is no
etteet on (he linearity of the absorbed dose rate I Fricke and Hart 1966).

When the ferrous sulphate solution is bound in a gel, the molecules will be less
mobile, therefore, regions could exist which momentarily will be depleted of oxygen
if the absorbed dose rate is high.

In the range of low absorbed dose rates and absorbed dose per pulse, as used by
most medical linear accelerators, there is no significant absorbed dose rate dependence
of the ferrous sulphate gels.

When the gels are irradiated without am ferrous sulphate .idded the relaxation
rate decreases with absorbed dose. This indicates that the gel> are allecled by the
radiation. No dilierence is seen between gels with or without sulphuric acid added.

This ellect could explain the small lendene;. of non-linearity of the line in figure
I. At a reasonable absorbed dose interval, e.g. 0-20 Civ, this ellect will be negligible.

4.1. I'ompurison with Scphutlex (i~20l> gel

Hiraoka vt til i I9N6) gelled the ferrous solution with Sephadex Ci-200. They found
that the relaxation rate of tfie gel was linearly correlated with the absorbed dose in
the interval (I-3(>Ciy i r 0.99941. Sephadex Ci-200 also hud a sensitising ellect with a
factor of about 4, compared with ordinary ferrous sulphate solution. The gel by its
nature binds much oxygen, which will contribute to the inhomogeneity. Sephadex
(i-200 is also verv expensive, as pointed out by the authors.

5. Conclusion'.

The ferrous sulphate gels made of gelatin and .igarose seem to be suitable for use in
constructing phantoms for measurement of absorbed dose distributions in MK imaging
equipment Agarose will give a belter sensitivity than gelatin, but it is more complicated
to mix the agarose gel. especially when volumes greater than 1000 ml are needed.
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Resumé

Gels de sulfate ferreux pour la determination de distributions dc dose absorbée en utilisant la technique

d'imagerie par resonance magnélique: etudes fond a men t ales.

Les auteurs proposent deux gels adaptés pour I'addition dune solution de sulfate ferreux, Dans ces fan tomes

equivalents auv tissus mous, la distribution de lit dose absorbée peut élre mesuree apres irradiation a I'aide

dune installation d'imagerie par resonance magnélique utilisée en clinique. Les etudes presentees ici ont

été etTeetuées ä I'uide d u n amiUseur K M N 0.25 T sans équipement d'imagerie. I n e solution de sulfate

ferreux, 0,05 M en acide sulfurique. peut étre figée avec 4U« de gelatine pour réaliser un dosimetre avant

une réponsc corrélee lineairemeni i r 0.44S i a la dose absorhée dans I'intervalle 0-40 Ci\. I ne solution de

sulfate ferreux peur egalement étre gélitiee avec I"<. dagarose, mais ce ael doit étre purilie a\ec loxvgéne

pour obtenir une relation linéaire 11 0,l>l>7t dans le méme intervalle de dose absorhée. Les gels contenunt

du sulfate ferreux presenten! une sensihjlité que est 2,2 ou 4 lois plus e'le\ée. respectivement pour la gelatine

et 1'agarose, que celle de la solution dosimétrique habituelle. (.ömme Tjcart t\pe des mesures du bruit de

fond est plus éleve pour les gels que pour la solution dosimetrique. la plus petite dose absorhée detectable

est -sensiblement la méme, soit l . 0 d \ . pour les deux gels et la solution dosimetrique. Le sensibility des gels

au sulfate ferreux ne presente pas de dependance vis-a-\is du debit de dose lorsque le debit de dose moven

el la dose .ibsorbee par impulsion rcsient dans rmter \a lk ' de*1* valeurs habituellement utilisées aurc les

accelérateurs pour i • esoin^ de la radtoihérupie.

Zusammenfassung

I.i^eiisulph.itgfk' /ur Mestimmung der r.nergiedosiNverteilung mit Hi I le von Hildgebungsvertahren:

grundlegetule ( ntersuchungen.

Man h.ii n\v\ (lel.trieti gefunden. die /um Deladen mil Liser.sulph.illt>*<ung geeignet >intt. In diesen

^ eichteilgev^ebe-.iquivalenten Phanu>men k.inn die I nertneihisisverteilung nach Hestr.ihlung in einem

klirnsLh verwendeten \1K-Hildgebungsgerat geme^^en werden. Die wirhegenden I ntersuchungen vviirden

durchgefuhrt unter \e iwendung eine- 0^5 I \ M R AiulvsaKtrs ohm- hildgebungseigenschafien. t.me

1'iserisulphatloHiiiii!. o Ofi \1 SchweteKaure. känn gelieri werden mn 4".. ( i j l . i t ine tind ergihi %o ein Do-sinieier,

de*MMi Verh.ilten bf /g l der I nergicdo^Mm Intervall ') 4 n ( i \ l i nc i r i s i i r O.WSi. I -Esen»ulpha(lnsung karm

.tuch mit I"., -\gjru-ve gelieri werden. aber die>es ( iel mui'- mit Sauersiot gcreimgi werden. um eine lineare

Ue/iehung <r n . W i un gleichen I neigiedosMtik-n.i l ! /LI erreichen Die I isetT.ulph.it-l-eladenen (iele

haben cine I mphiutlichkeit, die urn emen I .iktor 2 2 b/w 4n holier i^i fur fiel.il ine b/w Ag.irose. als die

ubluhe Do-niK-ierl'iMing D.i die Standardabweii-hung ilei I ntergrundmes-ungen fur die dele hoher :st A\S

t I I r die DnsJnKMerl<>««uM .̂ i"1 l''C niinnn.il n.n.hwei-'b.ite I nergietlnsi'. in i l u . i die j;leiche, I o ( i \ sowohl fur

die beiden dele .iU .tiah lui die Dn-trneterlo^ung Die I mrMiruiluhkcil der I i\enMilph.ii-be!.idenen dele

/eigi keine Dosi-k-istungx.ibhangigkeii. weiin dte mittlere Do •i-Jeistui g und die I'lierg'edo'.is pro Puls

innerh.ilh der d ten/en liegen. v. ie ^ie iifirm.iterweKe bei Ke^thlcumgern in der Str.ihlenlher.tpie vervvetidet

werden
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A New Dosimeter Based on Ferrous
Sulphate Solution and Agarose Gel
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Denm.uk

lR,\ .•;!.••/ 'II J,,nu.ir\ I I'll I

A new dosimeter made of ferrous sulphate solution and a^.tfn^' j;el h.i- been dewiuped Due In a chain
reaction in the agaroNC pc] the M.*nMtivit\ of the ferrnu> M.lphate doMmeter h iiKrea-ed Nuh*iantial!> -\
(/tie1* l-va!uc up to almost ihO (Mhle**! tan be .uhit-vt-d HK- ( H I C ' ' I value and the linear do>e
resp*inse are dependent on the initial ferrous ion concentration This dosimeter also has a uniform
sensitiMt) user larpe solumes The concentration of sulphuric .Kid has onls minor influence nn the

I. Introduction >̂ nucicir m;t(znetic resonance The inverse o\ the
, , ,, , . snin-laiiicc relaxation lime 11 711 i> prontirlional to

the concentration ot the paramagnetic ion. Since
A dosimeter gel in which the absorbed dose is ferric ions are paranuiinetic. I 7 I is proportional to
measured by magnetic resonance imaging 1MRI1 is a | h c a h s o l b l . j d , ) > i ; A calculated I 71 image from an
dosimetr> s>stem able to measure the absorbed dose M l ( . < a n n i . r ,„• a , i l u . through the phantom »ill
distributions in volumes of soeral lures simul- a t I u a | | c sho» the absorbed dose to that part of the
tancoush at all points. The gel dosimetn s>stem also p h a n u , m «)lsson ,-t , 1 / . I Will ReccntK. this item has
nas the advantage that no measuring instrument that ^cn l n c sl]hjecl ol an inir.iduet.ir> rewe» il)a>.
might distort the radiation distribution has to be |O.>JI))
inserted. The resolution depends on the MRI equip-
ment used and is tvpicallv in ;he order of cubic / J 7Vi.' uxarott' i:.-/

millimetres The gel can be formed into a phantom of Agarose is a poksaccharide. (C,. H, ,O.K)H|, | . iso-

an> shape This technique has ,-arlier bee 1 demon- | J U . J f r o n , a ( ;ar. which is obtained from certain

strated b> Olsson ,•( al (IWlli and Appleh-, ,-f ,;/ m a n n c r c J a l ( , .u . .,„,, , - , r m s ., ^ 1 l l f s , , , b k , | , ,n ( !

II9K7I To enable these measurements the dosimeter t . h t l i n , S u d l _, ^ „ a K \ M ^ ,ransparern anti-con-

gcl should idcalK fulfill the following requirements u x , 1 , , n m i , j l u m 1,rt.»iri.mi..|> high strength an.l con-

Il l linear dose response, laming relatncK large pores I / M( HmProJun*

(2| high and uniform sensitnit> .ner the vol- .S"i»'.•• fl»"*. l '«*l
u m c The main dillicultv of makini! a dosimeter gel ol

l.t) physical slab.lit> for a sullicicntk long time <"u™ sulphate s,.lution and jgarose is the necessi!>
period idavsi I n t l i U C i i n •'c'die medium, since the ferrous ions are

|4 | image stahihl> lor a sutiicicnt lime for MR- n " ' s " l l l h l 1 ' m 'Ku"-:i -olutions Sulphuric acid which
measurements to he made » ' ''-'»e "sed in our experiments, c.iuscs breakdown

ol the chain structure of the .igar.ise gel Tins ell'e.t
The dosimeter gel consists of agarose gel and acidic m a t . , l s l . s „„( , |t-mpet.itiire At room leniper.iiure the

ferrous ammonium sulphate solution I erne ions are p n v o , , , UT> slow It should he- stresset thai nurosc

produced »hen the gel is exposed in loni/ation (...-is are ralher resistant to sulphuric add compared to
radiation in proportion to the absorbed dose (Ap- ,„••,« gelling suhsianccs e g ,igar and gelatin which

P;eh> ,•/ „ / . I").-. I'lh». Olsso,,,., „/ \>>M. Sch.nl/ .•/ „ ,„„ ,,, lr C M K . n , , , , t , ,!„ „„, , , , . ,k , u ( , S I . , h k . , , ,1 , .„
,il. I Will The absorbed dose to 'he gel is measured corresponding u,,nliti..ns

I lie agarose powrler has to be boiled in water !o
••\ullior f.'r cotrespi'iiiifiue torui a eel the lerrou* solution is then added.
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Fig I The experimental set-up lor analysis of the entiling
rate dependence One set of vials is located insitk- the gel and
a water phantom, which itiitially are of the same tempera-
ture as i he \i.ils (representing slow cooling r.itc) Another set
is located I'ree in air (representing rapid cooling rale) The

room temperature is appro* 21 ('

preferably at a lower temperature than the hinting
point. By this procedure the destructive ability of the
sulphuric acid is reduced. In practice, the optimum
time for adding the sulphuric acid is when the get is
near to stiffening. When a dosimeter gel phantom is
formed the volume is typically at least I litre. This
means that the cooling rate at the edge of such a
phantom will be significantly faster than at its centre.
Since the breakdown of the a^arose gel is temperature
dependent, the result will be a non-uniform gel,
especially when large volumes are prepared We
discovered that this non-uniformity influences the
sensitivity of the gel. The two kinds of agarose
dosimeter gel desenhed by Applet»} era/ (J9H7, I9HH)
and by Olsson et ut. (I9K9) did not show a uniform
sensitivity over large volumes A uniform sensitivity
within the gel phantom is essential lor dose distri-
bution studies

The purpose of this study was to develop an
agarose based dosimeter gel which best fullils the lour
requirements stated above.

The type of dosimeter gels described here can also
be evaluated using a speetroplmtorneler. whereby the
ferric production is monitored by its optical absorp-
tion of 304 run. This study concerns, however, only
applications m connection with magnetic resonance
imaging

2. Materials and Methods

To minimi/e the cooling rate dependence, gels « i (h

fairly low gel ling temperature were selected.

Agarose LSI. ( I M C . l.ilex A S . Denmark) and

Agarose SeaPlaiHie* ( I M C HioProdiiLts. P S A )

The lirsi gel. L S I . is a low temperature (appro*

Vi C) gelling lypi1 with high gel sirengih (his pel lias

surlier been used by Olsson vt al. (19H9). The second
gel. Sea Plaquek has an even lower gelling tempera-
ture ( € 30 C) but it has a lower gel strength. Applcby
vt at. < 1987, I98K) have u*.ed ihis gel. Another kind of
polysuceharidc, SeaGel" (FMC Marine Colloids
Division. U S A ) , has also been used as an additive.
Sea(tclK is a linear non-gelling polysaccharide
purified from locust beam gum. The SeaGcl11 was
heat-degraded to obtain lower viscosity of the
polysacchartde solutions.

The irradiation method and the TI -measurement
of ihe dosimeter gel in the vials have been described
elsewhere (Olsson et af., 19«9). The absorbed daws
were in the range 0 40 (iy.

IK comparing the slopes of the dose response
curves tor the gels to the slope for standard Fricke
solution the O"-values (sensitivities) were calculated
The slope of l ;neke solution was 0.01 N s 'Civ '
(Olsson et al.. 19X9) and the 0-value for h MV was
taken as 15.6 (UH)eV) ' (KRV. 1969).

2.1. (ienerul preparation procedure

To make a tinal volume of 2000 ml., agarose
powder (plain or mixed with ScaGcl") was added to
a glass beaker containing 1500 m l . triple distilled
water The mixture was allowed to stand for at least
M) mm. It was (hen boiled until a clear solution was
obtained (typically less than 10 min). In order to cool
the gel. the beaker was immediately positioned in a
water bath of circulating cold tap water. The gel was
also purged with oxygen in order to replace Ihe
oxygen that was lost during the boiling. Ferrous
ammonium sulphate solution (500 mL) containing
4.0 mM sodium chloride healed tc ihe mixing tem-
pera'ure was added when the gel was near its stiffen-
ing point. 42 and 32 C for LSI. and SeaPlaque*.
respectively. Compensation (by adding water) for the
evaporated water was also made. The gel was then
poured into vials (dia = 23 mm) as well as into larger
containers to be used as phantoms.

The agarose powder contains a certain amounl of
water, approx W The amount of gel added in this
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ConcffltrMon Uftt (% by »MgM)

Hg 3, The sensitivity ratio (slow/rapid cooling rale) for
LSL gel ( f l ) (1% hy weight, I OmM ferrous ions) and
Seal'laque' gel (B)f I 25% by weight. 1.5 mM ferrous ions)
at different Sf-aGel" concentrations. The error bars indicate

ISO

stud> is given in percent by weight, including the
water content.

2.2. Cooling rate dependence

To examine the dependence of the cooling rule the
vials, during their cooling period, were located out-
side (corresponding to rapid cooling rate) as well as
at the centre of a filled phantom containing gel at the
mixing temperature (corresponding to slow cooling
rate). The phantom was a cylinder 170 mm in both
diameter and height. This phantom was surrounded
by a basin filled with water also at the same tempera-
ture as the gel. This experimental set-up was designed
to simulate the cooling rate at the edge and at the
centre of a large gel phantom (Fig. I),

The proportions of the different gelling substances
were varied to optimi/c the sensitivity of the gels
according to the criteria that the sensitivity should be
high, and equal at the two extremes of cooling rate.

2.3. Sulphuric acid and ferrous concentrations

For SeaPlaquc" gel the different mixtures with and
without SeaGcl" were also studied for various sul-
phuric acid concentrations (0,05-0.4 M), The ferrous

Sulphuric lew concmlrMlon |M)

i ig 4 The sensmvily ol ScaPlaquc* 11.25% hy wcî MMand
Scal'laque" gel {I 25%) and SeaGcl" added 10 25%) al
different sulphuric acid < oncenlrallons The ferrous inn
conccnlrahori Is I 5 mM [ ], SeaGcl* added, slow conlinp
rale, • , SiviCicl' added, rapid cooling rale. <*). net Sc.KieP
added, slow cooling rale. 0. no Sea(ielH added, rapid

cooling rale

«<Gy)
f ig 5, The dose response eurves lor Seal'ljque* gel (1.25%
by weight) with Seaticl" (0.25%) lor three different ferrous
ion concentrations. The sulphuric acitl concentration is
SDmM • . 0 5mM, ' -itlA»H (II tO(iy); • . I.OmM.
r -09991 (0 .ifKiy); A- 1.5 mM ammonium ferrous sul-

phate, r •--- 0 999X (0 4lKiy).

ammonium sulphate and sodium chloride concen-
trations were 1.5 and 1.0 mM. respectively.

One composition of ScaPIaquc" with ScuGcl"
(1.25 and 0.25% hy weight, respectively, and 0.05 M
sulphuric acid) was further investigated with respect
to the ferrous ion concentration, 0.25 2mM.

3. Results

.?./. 1'hf cooling rate ävpendcncv

A stiff and stable LSI, agarose gel is achieved at a
concentration of 1% by weight l o r pure LSI. gel the
sensitivity ratio between slow and rapid cooling rale
is high, approx. 1.7 (Fig. 2). When SeaCicI*1 is added
the ratio decreases as a function of the concentration
(Kig. 3). The sensitivity ratio for LSI. with 0.75% by
weight ScaGcl" is better than for pure LSL. L;ven so,
the ratio (1.06) is too large to make the LSL A useful
gel for phanlom dosimctry. Adding more ScaCicI*
will increase the gelling temperature.

Since SeaPiaque" is a gel with less gel strength than
LSL the concentration was increased to 1.25% by
weight to obtain a stiff and stable gel- For pure

Ftrrout fon conccntrfflon (tnM)
l ip d Ihi-wnsitiviiy rnrSe.il'l.iqiii''1 gel (I 25% hy weight)
with ScaCJcl* HI 2*%| .ukicd at iliflcren. inmul ferrous mr,
curKenir.itions I he sulphuric acid owccntr.ition ts Si) mM
The sensiiiMly decrt'.ises wiih increasing ferrous sulphate
concentration Note I he riglit-h.iml sc.ilc- where the scnsi-
tivitv is expressed as multiples of I tic sensitivity ol sl.tmlard

I ricke soluiinn (Ml c" ) 15 h llWeV) '|
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l;i(! 7. Miedose response curves lor Seal'Liquc" pel (1.25%
bv weight. I .MnM fermus ions) wi th 0 25% b> ucighl
Sc.Kiel" or 0 25% gMtactosc added r ] (dotted line).
SeaGel" added, slow cnohng rule. • (solid line». Seat idH

added, rapid cooling rale. O (dotted line) j>alat.tose added,
slow tuol in j ! rale. # (sulid line), pa lactose added, rapid

cooling r.nc.

Sea Plaque1* the sensit ivi ty rat io is not as h igh as ("or

LSI., being appro». 105 (l-*ips 2 and .1), At added
SeaGel" concentrations of 0.12° n or more, the diffcr-
ence in sensitivity is negligible or less than 1% {Fig.
}). The sensitivity is also higher tor Sea Plaque" than
LSL.

3.2. Sulphuric utid corut-riirution

At higher sulphuric1 acid concentrations, lor
ScuPIaquc" both with and without ScaGcl * added,
the sensitivity is somewhat greater but the difference
in sensitivity between slow and rapid cooling rate is
also enhanced (Fig. 4). The increase in sensitivity is
rather moderate, so the disadvantages of the cooling
rate dependence and it poorer gel strength at higher
acid concentrations are greater than the advantage of
improved sensitivity.

.1.1 The farrow urn omct'ttlratunt

The ferrous ion concentration significantly influ-
ences the sensitivity of the gel (Fig. 5) which decreases
with increasing ferrous ion concentration. F'or the
1.5 m M concentration the sensitivity is six times
higher than for standard ferrous sulphate C'Fncke")
solution (Fig 6). The (#(l ;e'' (-value is 94 i 2
(lOOt'V) '. The dose interval in which (he dose
response is linear decreases as the ferrous conccn-
tr;it«>n tkvrtMuv For a dm/meier gel prepared will)
I.OmM ferrous ions lite linear dose response reaches
approv .10 (iy. In (hese agarose gels, which are
bubbled with oxygen, ihe depletion of oxygen occurs
much later than the depletion ol the terrous tons

4. Discussion

f or pure .ijMrosc (i c without add i lion of
ca(icr'). it is evident that the sensihwiv of t hi1

el i o i l

gel The seriMiiuty uieie.ises with increasing break-
down (acid hydtnlyiisi ot the .igarosr yx\ It may be
thai th^ increase in scnsihvitv is due (o ,i more

uniform distribution of ;ig.mm* throughout the gel.
as the acid hydrolysis of agarose wilt probably not
only create "loose ends", that are able to "sweep"
into the otherwise carbohydrate free pores, but also
produce short oligosaceharide chains that participate
in the chain reaction described in the Appendix. This
increased presence of carbohydrate in the gel cavities
could increase the sensitivity by decreasing steric
hindrance to the propagation of reaction (4). (The
reaclk n number refers to the mechanism in the
Appendix.) An effective increase in the rate constant
of this reaction would decrease kx, thereby increasing
O(F'e'' ). This means that the increased hydrolysis of
agarose in the centre of a large phantom due In a
slower cooling rate will also increase the sensitivity ot
the gel in the centre of the phantom

It is also evident from our results that the addition
of SeaGelh to the agarose diminishes the effect of the
cooling rate. For SeaPlaque" the cooling rate depen-
dence is negligible when substantial amounts of
SeaGel" are added. This will probably not, however,
occur lor LSL since adding more than 0.75% by
weight of SeaGelH to the mixture will increase the
gelling temperature of the mixture resulting in a
poorer gelling due to the increased break-down of the
gel. caused by the acid at higher temperatures. The
difference between SeaPlaque" and LSL may be that
the ScaPUque" gel can be mixed with ferrous sol-
ution at a temperature about 10 C (ess than can LSL.

We believe that the SeaGel* effect is due lo the
distribution of carbohydrate throughout the gel
Therefore the addition of SeaGcl" not only increases
the general sensitivity of the gel system, but also
diminishes the above-mentioned effect of ihe acid
degradation of the gel. as the presence of SeaGelK

throughout the pores of the gel outweighs the extra
carbohydrate released by the acid hydrolysis

That the diminishing of (he cooling rule e/Itvl is
due to the extra available carbohydrate throughout
the gel structure is rendered prohahle by experiments
performed with the addition of the monosacchande
galactose to the agarose gels These experiments gave
results similar to the results obtained with the ad-
dition oi SeaGel1* ( l i g . 1} The sensitivity and the
linearity arc, however, not as good as for gels with
SeaGcl".

The sensitivity increases slowly with increasing
sulphuric acid concrnlration At a high sulphuric acid
concentration, however, il is harder to mould a stable
gel and it also allccls the homogeneity of the dose
response We prefer ?o mM sulphuric acid, since that
gives us hoth reproducible arid linear dose response
curves Actually Ihis is also valid tor the standard
Frieke syslem (Fncke ami Hart. V)hU) I lit- low
sulphuric acid co i im i lu t im i recommended bv Schul/
ft uI I l')()li) id Ŝ niM | may toninhule to the non-
linear shape ot then .lose response curves

I lie sensiiiviiv me'vases with decreasing teirou-.
Mil concent i a lion AI Injfh fenous concentrations ihc
probribihiy dcu cases loi I lie radicals l>< rc.icl wiili
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a pa rose molecules. Then the ferric yield will decrease,
since (ewer radicals will be formed that eventually can
oxidi/c ferrous ions. This is consistent with the
proposed reaction mechanism, since reactions (2) and
(15) represent competition for OH radicals between
F'V and agarose At very low ferrous concentrations
the possibility for reacting with ferrous ions is con-
slant and small, because there is large possibility for
reacting with agarose. The initial G'-value will there-
tore be nearly constant when the ferrous concen-
trations are small On the other hand, iit high ferrous
concentrations the (7-value will be low and slowly
decreasing with that concentration. This is due to the
large likelihood that OH will react with ferrous inns
instead of agarose. This qualitative discussion is
supported by the shape of the line in Fig. f>.

We have earlier used 1.5 mM ferrous concentration
to measure absorbed dose distributions (Olsson et al..
I WO). We preferred that concentration m spite ol the
lower sensitivity when compared to a concentration
of, for example. 0.5 mM. There are two reasons for
this. The dose response shows a better linearity and
the chemical reactions are completed immediately
after irradiation. According to Appleby et ul. (I9NXJ
the reactions for a gel o\' 0.4 mM ferrous concen-
tration will not be completed until after approx.
20min and this may cause a delay in the MR
measurement, which should be started as soon .is
possible to minimi/e the effect of the diffusion.

In this paper we have addressed the properties of
dosimeter gels of agarose I'e'' -type as they pertain to
radiation dosimetric applications The applicability
of this system to imaging o\' non-uniform dose distri-
butions depends alsc on the rate o\' diffusion of the
ferric ions responsible for the dosimelnc image
(Olsson et al., 1990) Recently, this question has also
been quantitatively addressed by Sehul/ et ul (1990).
who predicted that diffusion o\' ferric ions can be
expected at a rate of about 1.9 mm h. If this predic-
tion is verified, accurate radiation dose distributions
measured by these systems should be performed as
soon as possible post-irradiation, or the measured
distributions corrected for this effect

5. Conclusions and Composition
of the New Dosimeter Cicl

The new dosimeter gel has suitable qualifications

for measurement of absorbed dose distributions using

the magnetic resonance imaging technique The sensi

ti\ify is high compared to ferrous sulphate solution

and uniform O U T a large volume, the dose response

is line.ir over .i wuk- absorbed dose r.mge It is

mechanically stable for several days and is rattier e.isy

lo prepare, This dosimeter pel in use together with

magnetic resonance imaging. MKI. ouild hau1 a

number of applications in radiation Iherarn, since it

is possible lo tr. "iM the gel to arbitrary configur-

atioiis and lo integrate the absiirbci! d*^es (nun

different kinds ol lielils ami r.uliahon qualities

The new dosimeter gel consists of:

1.25% by weight Sea Plaque", 0.25% ScuGcl\
0.05 M sulphuric acid, 1.0 mM sodium chloride
and ferrous ammonium sulphate in a concen-
tration that gives the desired linear dose range
depending upon the application (preferably be-
tween 0.5 1.5 mM).
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RH *!(().+ I I ' + I V -*l !;<); + I V (ID
The most important steps for the chain mechanisms are

reactions (4) and (9) In (4) a radical. *RO : is formed that
both oxidi/cs ferrous ions. (5). (6) and (K), and results in a
new radical. *RO This can reread with agarose (9) and as
a result a n.w *R is formed and the reactions can start from
the beginning again This process is dependent on the gel
being, well oxygenated The chain propagation steps that
depend on agarose are illustrated schematically in Fig. A l .
Reactions I ha t could terminate the chain are (12) (16).
Reactions |12) <t(>) will dominate al high doses as I V
huilds u;

Fig. Al The dvnamics of the aga rose-dependent chain Termination
propagation reactions in the agaro%e dosimeter gel The
chain starts with an agarose radical. *R which, m presence ' c ' +*R-*Fe-' + I f f RX (12)
of oxygen, gives rise to another radical. *RO. An oxidation y^t + *R--»|V t R Ml)
of ferrous lo ferric ions takes place and the product RO.H
continues the oxidation and produces another radical, *RO. M' +K* :* + ' R O - F e " 4 Rol l (14)
What makes the chain complete is the latter radicals |L.:- +. ( JJJ _, | c ' - + {)(( (15)
capability to react with ag.irose again As a result a new *R

is formed, which can then start a second chain I'1-*1' ' * R O : * ' c ' 4 H ' + O : •* R\ lift)

the reaction products from reactions (12) iUi) will not
Initiation contnhule further to continual chain leaetions There is a

finite possibility that ferric ions will be reduced. (12) and
(If») Normally this possibility would be sm.ill. hut it would

(I) increase when the fraction of ferric ions grows. There are
p also twit reactions.(11)and (15). thai although they produce

ferric ions still terminate the chain reaction
(3) From the reaction scheme it can be shown thai

When the ge! ir, exposed to radiation the radicals I I . Oi l . 2(0 •+ (i )
c^ and hydrogen peroxide. H.-O. are generated These M l e 1 ' ) - , . " "". , ,
pnuiucts react with the agarose molecule, RH. and induce k "'e ' ' _, k "'c' ' + k ' ' C ' +k
the agarose radical. *R (2) and (3l. which starts the chain ' [O :|

 : |O,j ' |R||] 4 [ I V |

p"'U W"\(1 i rom the above it is evident that, if ihe reaction scheme is
°^* *"* " correct the sensitivity would he dependent on Ihe ferrous,

•R + O ;-**RO : (4) oxygen and agarosc concentrations Since we observe an
.. ., , „ . .. ,, „ . . inverse relationship between ( i ' (FV) and (TV*), Ihe term

' : ^ + : ( ' A 4 | r c " | [ F V | must be less sigmfictnt than the terms
R(): -t I I ' -»RO,H ((.) k:[Ve:'\ [O.landJl-.llV'j [RM|, especially since | l e ' ' | will

. -, ( I .. ,, ,. , ,, _ be much smaller than | F V ) at low doses The dependence
le +• M ; O : - l e - OH 4 Oil (/) ( jn ( ) X > l ! t f n C i m u ,n , r a l l , ,n t> pr^.ued by the above reaction

R0 ;H + F V -*Fe'' + *RO •+- ON (H) scheme to be such that O ' l l V ) increases as [O.j increases
•RO + R l l * *R + ROI I (M) W t > h j V C P r c v i " u s l>' ^ ' P ' T ' ^ l <('is etlect of oxygen concen-

tration (Appleby ?t al, I9KK. Olsson fl a!.. IMK9)
M ^ O , - » * H O : (10) W o r k is in progress to evaluate the constants A, A4.
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Abstract. The measurement of absorbed dose distributions using dosemeter gel and mag-
netic resonance imaging IMRI) in a standard geometry has been investigated. Absorbed
depth-dose curves and profiles measured with this new technique show good agreement
with corresponding measurements using diodes. This was proven in a ""Co beam as well
as an electron beam.

The dosemeter gel is made of agarose and ferrous sulphate solution The dose response
is linear < r -•- 0.9996) in the investigated dose interval. (1-40 Gy. The sensitivity is a factor
of about six higher compared to ordinary ferrous sulphate solution, known as 'Fricke',

This is a true >i> dose measurement technique which will have a number of applications
in tadiation therapy, since it is possible to mould the gel to arbitrary geometries, mix
different radiation qualities and integrate the absorbed dose from different kinds of fields.

1. Introduction

A method of measuring radiation absorbed dose using a nuclear magnetic resonance
( NMR) technique was introduced by Gore el al (1984a). Using the conventional 'Fricke'
solution the proton relaxation rate (1/ T,) was found to be linearly correlated with the
amount of ferric ions produced in a sample during irradiation, and thus to the absorbed
dose. It was later shown (Olsson el al 1989) that the linearity between relaxation rate
and absorbed dose is maintained even when the ferrous sulphate solution is incorpor-
ated in an agarose gel. This makes it possible to develop a dosemeter gel for three-
dimensional dose measurements in a MR scanner.

The measurements are useful for radiotherapy only if the absorbed dose, as obtained
from the MR images, can be measured with reasonable accuracy. Several qualitative
or semi-quantitative attempts have been made (Gore el al l9S4b, Olsson et al 1985,
Appleby el al 1987). bul the results until now have differed from those measured by
diodes.

Quantitative measurements presume that a dosemeter gel, which is mechanically
stable, has a linear dose response and a high and uniform sensitivity over large volumes.
It is also necessary to have MRI equipment with the ability to measure and calculate
T, (or rather 1/T,) images at a high level of accuracy, probably higher than needed
for normal clinical purposes.

|| To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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When large gel volumes were prepared (i.e. for phantom studies) according to the
method described by Olsson et al (1989) the sensitivity throughout the gel was not
found to be uniform enough. The gel has therefore been modified to fulfil the require-
ment of uniformity in sensitivity (Olsson el al 1990).

The aim of this study was to investigate the possibility of performing quantitative
measurements of absorbed dose distributions using the new dosemeter gel and an MK
scanner.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Dosemeter gel

The dosemeter gel consists mainly of aga rose and water. To make a tinal volume of
2000 ml, the agarose powder, 25 g SeaPlaque and 5 g SeaGel (FMC, Litex A/S,
Denmark), was added to 1500 ml of triple distilled water. The mixture was allowed to
stand for at least half an hour. It was then boiled until a clear solution was obtained.
The gel, whilst being constantly stirred, was then immediately cooled in a water bath
of circulating cold tap water and purged with oxygen in order to replace the oxygen
lost during the boiling. The ferrous sulphate solution (500 ml) was added when the
gel was near solidification (32 °C"). Water was also added to compensate for evaporation.
The gel was then poured into vials (diameter, 23 mm) and phantoms. The linal
concentrations of ferrous ammonium sulphate, sodium chloride, sulphuric acid and
agarose powder were 1.5 mM, I mM, 50 mM and 1.5% by weight respectively.

2.2. Irradiation and T, measurement

The irradiation of the vials at 6 MV and the T, measurements at 0.25 T were performed
as described by Olsson el al (19S9).

For the phantom studies, a cylindrical Per spex phantom 150 mm in diameter and
height was used. The entrance window (Perspex) was 1mm thick. A 2000ml gel
preparation tilled the phantom to a height of approximately 100 mm. A fraction of
each preparation was always used for measurements in the vials.

After 24 h the two phantoms were irradiated, one in a''"Co beam (5x5 cm", ssi> - 75
cm) and one with a 14 MeV electron beam (5x 5 cm', ssi> -95 cm). The absorbed dose
at the depth of maximum dose was approximately 25 Gy.

In order to examine the diffusion of (he iron ions within the gel one of the phantoms
was rescanned 17 h after irradiation.

The phantoms were measured in a 0.5 T MKI scanner (Siemens Magnelom), both
before and immediately (within an hour) after the irradiation. Seven spin-echo images
with repetition times TK - 100, 300, 500, 700, 1000, 1500, and 3000 ms and echo time
T, - 25 ms were produced. The slice was orientated along the central axis of the
radiation beam and perpendicular to the gun-target plane. The slice thickness was
6 mm. Using the images and applying a method for fast, pixel-by-pixel T, calculation
as described by Sperber el al 119X9), a 1/7', image was calculated. Briefly, the time
coordinate of the centre of gravity for the curve describing the MK signal versus TK 's
calculated. Assuming a theoretical model for magnetization recovery (e.g. Sperber el
al 1986) the corresponding 7", value is extracted. The method requires an approximate
value of T:, which was taken from a T: image calculated from a measurement with
constant TK - 2000 ms a.id different T, - 30, 60, 94 and 134 ms. The uncertainty of T,
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values calculated using this method and under the conditions given above can be
estimated to be 10-15% (Sperber et al 1989).

All 7", measurements and the dosemeter gel storage »ere performed at room
temperature.

3. Results

The dose response of the dosemeter gel is shown in figure 1. It has a linear dose
response in the interval investigated, 0-40 Gy (r-0.99961. Compared to ordinary
ferrous sulphate solution (l.OmM ammonium ferrous sulphate, l.OmM soldium
choride and 0.4 M sulphuric acid) the sensitivity has increased by a factor of about
six. thus corresponding to a G value of 9.V9 ±0.8 (100 eV) ' for the dosemeter gel.

a

*

cec ;ose >>

Hgurtr I, Fhe lineantv ol the dusemeter gel i i irradiated h\ h MV \ r a \ s and / , measured using .in M K

a n a l w r 'Ihi- slope of the curve is (UllK > ' Ci\ ' corresponding to a </i K1 ' ' I value of y.Vv •. n.N i Kill

e \ i l The error bars indicate one standard de\ i at ion r-or tompar^t tn a measurement ot an ordinary ' I ncke

solution' • is also given. The slope is (Mils s ' ( i i '

In the calculated I Tj images of the irradiated phantoms (figures 2 and 31 the
image intensity is related to the absorbed dose and the profiles next to the images
show the signal along the central axis. Such images give direct visual information of
the dose distribution.

In the images, the signal values along a line al the centre of the field and 5 pixels
wide 16 mm i was recorded, this corresponding to the central axis of the beam. Profiles
11 pixel wide i perpendicular to the irradiation direction were also recorded. The
background signal was subtracted by using corresponding values from a pre-irradiation
measurement. The normalized depth-dose cut es and profiles are shown I figures 4
and 5), together with corresponding measurements using silicon diodes and a radiation
field analyser (Rr-A-7. Scanditronix, Uppsala. Sweden). The dosemeter gel measures
a somewhat higher dose in the build-up region when using electron beams. The
magnitude ol this difference varies between measurements and the reason is not yet
fully understood. The explanations may be found in fhe electron collimator, the entry
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Figure4. lai The re la tue absorbed d e p t h - J D S C ' 4 I / J I Profiles •» Mi i ' i, .'If i ' > j n d Jill)mm >A> deplh

measured h \ the do«emeier gel in J ""Co tield The full curves gi \e the corresponding dose d a u measured

using a diode and J radiat ion field scanner.

disturbed. There is a diffusion of ions within the gel and the isodose plot (figure 6)
shows how the isodoses are moving. However, as tan be estimated from these figures,
the rates of diffusion and dispersion are rather slow and thus allow for phantom
measurements up to several hours post-irradiation.

4. Discussion

The quantity of paramount importance in radiation therapy is the absorbed dose
delivered to the tumour and its distribution within the tumour and the surrounding
tissue. A method which could successfully map absorbed dose distributions within a
tissue- or water-equivalent phantom would be of great benefit, particularly if the
phantom could be moulded into arbitrary geometries and anatomical structures such
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Figure S. (al The relative absorbed depth-dote curve calculated from MR scan recorded immediately { A )

and 17 h after i tradiat ion ( + ). (b) Profiles at depths corresponding to relative doses of 100 | x | , 50 l + l and

30% (A) measured (immediately) by the dosemeter gel in a 14 MeV electron field. The ful l curves give the

corresponding dose data measured using a diode and a radiation field scanner

as bone and air cavities could be incorporated. Such a method would also be suitable
for quality control of different dose planning regimes and systems.

The ferrous sulphate loaded agarose gel is a dosemeter which fulfils these require-
ments. Since it is a gel, any geometry is possible. Studies (Olsson and Mattsson 1990)
indicate that the mass attenuation, energy absorption, stopping power and scatter
power coefficients of the dosemeter gel are identical to that of water to within less
than 1-2% in the energy range 10 keV-20 MeV for both photon and electron radiation.

No other method available can measure the absorbed dose distribution in three
dimensions for an arbitrary geometry and in a large volume at the same time. Both
the alanine and the thermoluminescent (t i ) dosemeter can be incorporated within a
gel or a human like phantom and used for dosimetry (Wielopolski el al 1987, Knöös
el al 1986), but the disadvantages of these methods are, firstly, that the dose is measured
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Figure 6. An isodose plot lo i 100, So and J0% showing the dilfusiun of ions in (he phantom irradiated by

14 MeV electrons. MK-mcasurcment performed immediately <A> and 17 h l + l after irradiation.

point by point and, secondly, the energy dependence, n. and alanii.e dosemeters are,
however, much more sensitive methods than the ferrou» sulphate dosemeter gel.

Measurement with ionization chambers or diodes in a water phantom is quick and
straightforward, but it is still hard to evaluate different radiation geometries. Since
these methods are of on-line type, it is not possible to mix different radiation fields or
qualities.

The overall uncertainty in the calculated 1/ 7, values depends on the combination
of pulse sequence parameters used and the actual performance of the MRI unit (static
field homogeneity, accuracy of excitation and rcfocusing pul-.es, etc).

The pulse sequence schemes for both the T, and the T2 measurements (T: values
are also needed as input to the T, calculation) were optimized with regard to slice
shape by using relatively long 90° excitation pulses, together with non-selective refocus-
ing pulses. This should reduce the problems of distorted slice shapes at short 7~K values.
Assuming that the slice shapes are equal for all images used for the T, and hence the
1/7, determination, the divergence from a rectangular slice will not influence the 7",
values. To exclude the influence of'crosstalk' between different slices, only single slice
(central slice) measurements were performed. The error in slice position was estimated
to be 2 mm, corresponding to the error in setting up the phantom, with the central
coordinates being equal to the centre of the radiation beam. Displacing the 6 mm thick
slice 2 mm out of the central axis of the beam will not affect the depth-dose values
when beams of this size are used. It is possible that other measuring protocols could
further rectify the slice shapes. This is probably the most important way to improve
the MRI measurements.

The main disadvantages of the proposed dosemeter gel method are the uncertainty
of the MR measuring system and the low sensitivity of the gel, which together give an
uncertainty up to 20%. In spite of the fact that the sensitivity of the gel is about a
factor of six higher than 'Fricke' solution, it is still low compared to other detectors.
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5. Conclusion

For the 'irst time a 'i> dose measuring system able to measure the absorbed dose in
arbritrary geometries and large volumes is presented. Taking into account the present
uncertainty of the system, the agreement between the MKI absori.ed dose data and the
diode dati' is rather good. A fully developed dosimetry system of this kind would have
a number of applications in clinical radiotherapy and could improve the radiation
therapy regimes. Therefore, further development of the dosemeter gel and the MKI
dose measurement technique would be valuable.
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Resumé

I nl isal ion dc I ' I K M iM de gels de sulfate ferrcus pour l.i representat ion des distr ibutions dc dose ahsorhce

en Radiotherapie

l.es auteurs ont eludit hi mesure tics distr ibutions de dose absorbee .i partir ti 'un gel et tit- I ' I K M dans une

géométrie s tandard. Les courses dc* \Ari-ilton de la dose absorhce en profondeur . mesurees avec cette nouvelle

technique , stint en bun accord avee les mesurc'N corrcspond.tntcs t'tjcctuccs a\et. des d iodes < et .ucord a

etc obtcnu aussi bien dans un IJJSI.I ' .HI de cobalt hit ijuc dans un laisceau d 'e le t t rons . l.e gi-i tltTsmu-ire esl

ctittstitut' dime s<>lution d' . j^arosc el tie sullate t*-f r cu \ I a reptinse en tonction de la dose est line.lire

(r O.WHil dans I ' in tenal le de dose étudie. n 40< i \ l a sensibilitc esl environ M I fois plus yrande t|uc

d . n s le cas de la solution ordinaire de -ullate l e r r e m . le ddsimetre de ' / r i c l ie ' < eile lecbmijue »IJre une

reellt' mesure en ti>. et peut a\t>ir de nomhreuses appl icat ions en radiotherapie p u i s q u i l esl possible tie

mouler le gel selon des eét tmetnes quelct)nques. tie mélanger ditTérentes quahtes de tavonnement et d-inte>!rer

la dose ahsorbee resultant de l add i t i on de différenls champs

Zusammenfassung

MK-Abhi ldungen win rnerg iedos i su ' r fe t lun^ep in tier Slrahlt 'nlherapie mit Hilte w,n [ isensulphatgelen

Die \ ( e ssung von fnergfedosisvt 'r ieilungen mil Hilte eines dosiinetrischen d e l s und Abbildung durch

Mdfnensche Resonan / I MR i in einer Standardgeometr ie « u r d e untersiicht. Die mit diesem Verlahren

gemessenen Tielendtisiskurven /eigen eine gule t ' he re ins t immung mit entsprechentlen Messungen unter

Verwendung von Dioden Dies wird sow oh I tur "C o w ie auch lur I lekirotienstrahlen ge/etgt I ).is Dos i mel er-

|tel bestchl aus Agarose und I isensulphal losuni; Das Dosisverhalten 1st linear ir n.MWhi nn unlersuchlen

Dosisintervall 0-40Civ Die f mplindlichkeit ist etvva uni t'tnen t\tkltn b hoher v e r ^ l a h e n mil normaler

f ' i sensulphat losung. der st igenannten \ rickelosunt:. Dies ist ein echles I I ) Dt ts ismehvertahren. das eine

Viel/ahl von Anwendungen in der Slrahleniherapie hal . da es moglich ist, das d e l iur beliehige d e o m e t n e n

/ u formen, versuhiedene Slrahlenquali iaien / » mis ihen und die I nergiedosis aus verschiedenen Arten von

heldern /i1 integrieren
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Abstract

The diffusion of feme ions produced by irradiation in a dosimeter gel, consisting of
a ferrous sulphate solution and agarose gel, has been studied.

The diffusion coefficient of ferric ions in the gel was found to be 1.91-102 cnWh ±5%.
It was shown that the dose image obtained with an MR scanner deteriorates due
to diffusion. This deterioration can be predicted with the aid of the measured
diffusion coefficient. It was concluded that if the MR measurements (1/T1 image)
of a typical depth dose distribution are carried out within 2 hours of irradiation the
diffusion will not have a significant effect on the results.
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1 Introduction

Among the dosimeters used to measure ionizing radiation, the dosimeter gel has
recently been recognized as a new and interesting tool for the determination of
absorbed dose distributions (Applebyetal., 1987 and 1988, Olssonetal., 1989,1990
and 1991, Day, 1990, Schulz et al., 1990 and Hazle et al., 1991). The dosimeter
consists of a ferrous sulphate solution mixed with a gel, usually agarose gel. The
radiolysis induced by the radiation produces ferric ions in an amount proportional
to the absorbed dose. The concentration of ferric ions is also proportional to the
inverse of the proton spin-lattice relaxation time, 1/Tl, which can be measured by
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). To maintain the spatial distribution of the
produced ferric ions over a period of time, sufficient to allow measurements in an
MR scanner, the ferrous sulphate solution is incorporated within a gel.

The effect of diffusion of the ferric ions in the gel has been noted earlier by Olsson
et al. (1990) and Schulz et al. (1990). The consequences of this diffusion in practice
have, however, not yet been made clear.

The diffusion of medium-sized solutes in uncharged dilute gels, such as the diffusion
of ferric ions in agarose, can be regarded as normal aqueous diffusion in the presence
of an inert polymer matrix. The main effect of the polymer matrix is to increase the
path length travelled by a diffusing solute. A number of equations predicting the
ratio of the diffusion coefficient in a gel (D) to the corresponding aqueous diffusion
coefficient (D,,M), have been proposed. The equation of Mackie and Meares
D/V*, = (1 - *,,);/(1 + <&r *' w n e r e * , . i s the polymer volume fraction of the gel (Muhr
and Blanshard, 1982), has been shown to agree well with experimental data (Brown
and Johnsen, 1981, Brown et al., 1984 and Westrin and Axelsson, 1991). This
equation is an attractive alternative to experiments, provided that an accurate
value of Dliq is available.

Unfortunately, the value of the aqueous diffusion coefficient (D,,q) for the ferric ion,
valid for the present electrolyte mixture, could not be found in the literature. The
experimental approach of determining D was thus chosen since a reliable and
precise technique of measuring diffusion coefficients in gels was available.

The purpose of this study was to measure the diffusion coefficient of ferric ions in
the gel, to investigate how the diffusion of ferric ions affects a dosimetric image
with time and to evaluate when it is necessary to correct for this distortion.

2 Materials and Methods

The dosimeter gel is a mixiu. •? of ferrous sulphate solution and agarose gel. Two
kinds of agarosc gel were used SeaPlaque* (FMC Corporation, USA) and SeaGel
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(Litex A/S, Denmark). In the dosimeter gel the final concentrations of ferrous
ammonium sulphate, sodium chloride, sulphuric acid and SeaPlaque* and SeaGel*
were 1.0 mM, 1.0 mM, 50.0 mM and 1.25 and 0.25 percent by weight, respectively.

The preparation of the dosimeter as well as the dose res;- onse, dose rate dependence
and minimum detectable dose are described elsewhere (Olsson et al., 1989 and
1991).

2.1 Measurement of the diffusion coefficient, D

A diaphragm diffusion cell was used, which consists of two compartments (A
and B) separated by a gel diaphragm of known thickness (1) and area (A). Each
compartment contains a well-stirred solution of known volume (VA and VB,
respectively). The solution in compartment A initially contains the solute being
studied, while solution B is pure solvent. A pseudo-steady-state diffusional solute
flux (N) through the diaphragm is attained after an initial time delay (t,,).
Measurement of the solute concentrations (CA and CH) is then started and con-
tinued for a period of approximately 4t0 or longer. Assuming one-dimensional
diffusional flux, perfect mixing and negligible mass-transfer resistance at the
gel-liquid interface, the diffusional flux is given by equation [1].

where (1 - *p) is identified as the void fraction of the gel that is accessible to the

diffusing solute. Equation [ 1] is simply the well-known Fick law, integrated over
the diaphragm from x = 0 to x = 1 assuming constant D and a porous medium
(Muhr and Blanshard, 1982). However, CA and CR are not constant, and equation
[1] is not a suitable "working equation". With the aid of a material balance and
the assumption of a pseudo-steady state, a convenient equation [2] is obtained.
Plotting the experimental values of the left-hand side as a function of time (t),
the diffusion coefficient is obtained from the slope of the straight line.

^ C- At) - ' - i )

where CA() and CA() are the concentrations of chambers A and B, respectively, at
t,). Many authors simply ignore the very existence of (1 - <J>P), or implicitly assume
it to be unity. While dubious in many cases, the latter assumption is clearly
justified for the present case since <$>p is very low and the size of the diffusing
ferric ion is several orders of magnitude smaller than the "pore radius" of the
gel.
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The diaphragm diffusion cell used in the present investigation had compartment
volumes of 55 cm', a diaphragm area of 11.34 cm", and the thickness of the
diaphragm used was approximately 0.3 cm. The experiments were carried out
at 25.0 0. Discontinuous analysis of the ferric ion concentrations was performed
on a Shimadzu UV-160 spectrophotometer at 304 nm.

Details of the construction and the experimental procedure have been published
elsewhere (Westrin and Axelsson, 1991), but three features are worth noting
here. Firstly, this cell is particularly suitable for very soft and easily damaged
gels such as Seal'laque*. Secondly, there is evidence that the accuracy is very
good. In a previous study of ethanol diffusion in agarose gel (Westrin and
Axelsson, 1991), the value of the diffusion coefficient obtained was very close to
the value obtained with the pulsed-gradient spin echo NMR method (Westrin,
1991), which is considered to be a very reliable method (Stilbs, 1987). Fur-
thermore, the value agreed well with the value predicted by the equation of
Mackie and Meares. Finally, the reproducibility is high. A previous study showed
a standard deviation of only 2'7( (Westrin and Axelsson, 1991).

2.2 Kstimation of the deterioration of a dose distribution due to diffusion

To verify that it is really the diffusion which causes the dose image to deteriorate,
and that the deterioration is as predicted by the measured diffusion coefficient,
a well-defined irradiation geometry was set up. The irradiation was performed
with a Leksell gamma knife. 201 h"Co sources are hemispherically arranged
around a treatment volume located within the unit. Each source is eollimated
so that narrow, sharp-edged beams cross-fire a target located at the centre of
the treatment volume. This irradiation unit enables a well-defined geometry to
be achieved for the dose distribution in the middle of a phantom, which in turn
facilitates the study of difTusion.

The dosimeter gel was contained in a cylinder (50 mm in diameter and 125 mm
in height) made of perspex, which was positioned in a spherically perspex
phantom. The phantom was mounted in a storeotactic frame which ensures that
the phantom can be positioned accurately in both the MR scanner and the
irradiation unit. A radiation dose of 30 Gy (at the point of maximum dose) was
delivered at the centre of the phantom, The collimator gave an ellipsoid-shaped
dose distribution with 20 mm between the TtiV/i isodoses in the x-y plane and 16
mm between the 50'/} isodoses perpendicular to the x-y plane (Fig. 1).

A standard procedure for an accurate estimate of a 1/T1 map is to calculate it
from a set of spin-echo images with different repetition times. The total scanning
time for this procedure may be more than one hour. When difTusion is the
parametei to be studied, an hour may be a rather lonsj acquisition time, as the
difTusion may be significant during this time. Therefore, single images, in which
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the echo-amplitude (or MR signal) can be approximated as linear with 1/Tl
(which also means linear with respect to the absorbed dose) were used. An
absorbed dose of 30 Gy yields Tl values in the region of 650 ms and for non-ir-
radiated gel 1700 ms (at 1.0 T). In a spin-echo sequence with a short repetition
time (TR=100 ms) and echo time (TE=23 ms) the MR signal is approximately
linearly dependent on 1/Tl (or the absorbed dose) (Fig 2). A repetition time of
100 ms gives a rather poor S/N ratio, and each image was therefore averaged
32 times. The slice, 5 mm thick, was centred at the maximum of the radiation
dose and parallel to the x y plane (Fig. 1). Images were taken at different time
intervals after irradiation up to 12 hours.

Profiles, 2 mm in width, were positioned on the images through the centre of
the dose maximum, parallel to the x axis and y axis, respectively. Corresponding
profiles were evaluated prior to the irradiation, and it was thui possible to
subtract the background.

2.3 Calculation of the diffusion effect

The diffusion in one dimension when the diffusion coefficient, D is constant is
given by Fick's second law:

where C is the concentration. By differentiation it can be shown that the con-
centration at a point x, C,(x) at subsequent values of t is:

12
-i" il):

C is a Gaussian distribution which broadens as t12 and diminishes in amplitude
as t ' 2 so that the'area under it remains constant. The diffusion may therefore
be regarded as a subjec* for convolution (Bracewell, 1978). The diffusion of an
arbitrary initial distribution C0(x) in the form of a convolution integral over x:

At any positive value of t the distribution C is the convolution of the initial
distribution with the Gaussian distribution, V,(x) generated with O = V2D7.

Two-dimensional diffusion can be treated similarly by extending the Gaussian
distribution to a symmetrical point spread function.

The convolution was carried out on the initial profiles measured along the x and
y axes and subsequently compared with the profiles measured at different times
after the irradiation. From the experimental set-up it is obvious that diffusion
will also take place out from the slice (z axis direction). This will not be taken
into account by the convolution in two dimensions (x-y plane). However, the
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assumption was made that the diffusion in the z axis direction, do not effect the
shape of the calculated profiles, but merely the amplitude. Therefore, each
calculated curve was corrected for this 'outflow' of ferric ions, by normalizing
the area to that of the measured area.

2.4 Estimation of the diffusion effects on a typical dose distribution
measurement

The effects of diffusion were studied on the dose distribution from a 14 MeV
electron beam. A depth dose curve and a profile from a diode measurement were
taken as a description of the distribution of ferric ions within a phantom, bearing
in mind that ferric ions are produced in direct proportion to the absorbed dose.
Using the convolution technique the expected changes in the ferric ion dis-
tribution can be estimated during a period of time corresponding to a reasonable
scanning time in an MR scanner (2 hours). Assuming an absorbed dose of 30 Gy
at the dose maximum, and assuming that the dose response relationship of the
gel in the scanner is known, the corresponding Tl values of the distribution in
the gel may be calculated. For a set of spin-echo images with different repetition
times, TR, (7 images, TR=100-3000 ms) the signal values from the scanner • .
be estimated using an analytical formula (e.g. Sperber et al., 1986). The- - „-. ca
can be used for the calculation of a 1/T1 map, which includes thr- e»' ects of
diffusion during the scanning time of the phantom. From this \ V1 map new
dose distribution data can be calculated.

3 Results

3.1 Diffusion coefficient

A value of D = 1.91-10l cm2/h (±5%) was obtained trom three parallel experi-
ments. This can be compared with the result of Schultz et al. (1990). They used
a method of unsteady-state diffusion into agarose slabs, and obtained D =
1.58-102 and 1.83-10"* cm2/h for sulphuric acid concentrations of 25 and 12.5 mM,
respectively. The temperature at which their measurements were carried out
was not given.

3.2 Diffusion in the dosimeter gel phantom

The diffusion phenomenon can be observed from the profiles located along the
y axis in the irradiated volume (Fig. 3). The squares represent the shape of the
profile 30 minutes after irradiation. These data were used as input in the
calculations. The results are given in the same figure (solid lines). The diffusion
has a small effect on the dose distribution, especially when measured several
hours after irradiation. The width of the peak increases and the heightdecreases.
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The calculated and measured curves agree well. This indicates that the
deterioration of the dose image is due to the diffusion of the ions. Profiles along
the x axis show similar results and are not presented here.

The effect of diffusion on a 14 MeV electron beam dose distribution during the
first two hours is not significant. It is evident, both from the depth dose curve
(Fig. 4a) and the profile (Fig. 4b), that for realistic conditions the diffusion is of
very little importance, provided that the MR measurement is completed within
two hours of irradiation.

4 Discussion

The diffusion coefficient determined in this work agrees well with the results of
Schulz et al. (1990) considering that they used a completely different method. The
difference is about 20% and may be due to differences in temperature, or agarose
gel or sulphuric acid concentration. The fact that Schulz et al. used a different kind
of agarose gel and the diffusion coefficients do not differ greatly may confirm that
the diffusion is not very dependent on the agarose gel used.

An hour is not an excessive examination time to measure the number of images
necessary to et 'culate a 1/T1 map. It is also reasonable to assume about 20 minutes'
delay (due to transportation of the phantom between different departments and
tuning of the MR scanner) between the beginning of the irradiation and of the first
MR measurement. This means that there may be a total delay of about one and
half to two hours from the start of irradiation to the completion of the scanning of
the last image. During this period diffusion will, of course, occur. The question is
how much the diffusion will actually affect a typical depth dose or profile curve
measured by MRI during this period. According to the calculations presented in
this study, it is possible to measure the dose distribution data from a 14 MeVelectron
beam if the scanning is completed within 2 hours. If the gradient of the dose dis-
tribution is considerably steeper, however, this may effect the period of time that
is available for scanning.

Since the diffusion can be treated as a convolution problem, it should also be possible
to retrieve the original data which were the basis for the diffusion calculations. Let
r,U) and P,U) be the Fourier transforms of C,{x) and r,(.t), respectively. According
to the convolution theorem it is possible to retrieve C,,(.i) by an inverse Fourier
transform of the ratio f ,(i)/r,(.i) in the Fourier domain.

Problems arise when one attempts to make practical use of this, even in the absence
of noise. For a calculated 1/T1 image, which is the case here, the contribution from
noise will be considerable. It will, therefore, by no means be easy to recover 1/Tl
images free from the effects of diffusion.
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5 Conclusion

With regard to diffusion agarose is a suitable substance for making a dosimeter gel
of ferrous sulphate solution. The dose distribution will not deteriorate at a rate so
great as to prohibit MR measurements.
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Figure I .The irradiation geometry. An ellipsoid-shaped dose distribution is delivered within
the slice (bordered by the dashed lines), establish by the MR scanner, through the dosimeter
gel phantom. The distances between the 50% isodoses are 20mm in both the x andy directions
and 16 mm in the z direction. The diffusion is studied in perpendicular profiles through the
point of the maximum dose in the x-y plane.

Figure 2. The MR signal as a function of the l/Tl values. For a spin-echo sequence with
short TE and TR, there is a linear relationship between the MR signal and the 1/T1 (or dose)
r=0.9999.
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Figure 3. The profiles in the y direction for different time intervals after irradiation. (°)
indicate data obtained 30 minutes after irradiation, which have been used as input for the
calculations. (•) represent data obtained at different times after irradiation, as indicated at
the bottom of each curve. The solid lines are the curves calculated from the measured
coefficient of diffusion.

Dimnw(em) DIMwic* (em)

Figure 4. The depth dose curves ,; h and the profile b) (right) at thedepth ofdose maximum
for a 14 MeV electron beam. "• v Jid line shows measurements made with a diode. (•)
represent values, with twohoi .ft ,ion taken into account This is a typical delay between
irradiation and completion of • j>' MR image.
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1 Introduction

Most determinations of radiation absorbed doses are based on measurements
carried out with ionization chambers, diodes, photographic films or thermolu-
minescence dosimeters. Often, in radiation therapy, the absorbed dose is expressed
as the absorbed dose to water (Brahme, 1988), which is very similar to soft-tissue.
The dosimetry may be simplified if the detector is of same composition as the
medium (water).

From a dosimetrit point of view a material is said to simulate accurately another
material, if the two absorb and scatter radiation in exactly the same way. For photon
and electron radiation the following quantities should ideally be identical for the
phantom material and the detector (Constantinou, 1978):

a) photon mass attenuation and mass energy absorption coefficients,

b) electron mass stopping power and mass scattering power and

c) mass density.

The interactions occurring within an irradiated dosimeter gel will be dependent
upon the type of radiation being employed, the radiation energies, and the com-
position of the gel. A desirable characteristic of the dosimeter gel would be the
minimal variation in sensitivity (i.e. energy response) and in the above mentioned
interaction coefficients over a wide range of energies. For the mass attenuation and
the mass stopping power coefficients this means that the components have to be
matched separately (ICRU 44, 1989).

One way of achieving a dosimeter that measures the absorbed dose to water may
be the recently proposed dosimeter gel together with the Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) technique. It has been shown earlier that absorbed dose distribu-
tions can be measured with gelled ferrous sulphate solution and MRI (Olsson et
al., 1990). The dose response relationship, G-value, dose rate effect and minimum
detectable dose have been investigated (Olsson et al. 1989 and 1991). Studies of
similar agarose gels have also been published by Appleby et al. (1987 and 1988)
and Schulz et al. (1990). Recently, this dosimetry method has also been reviewed
by Day (1990). One of the parameters that, according to Day, must be examined is
the response of the dosimeter gel to different radiation qualities and energies.

The dosimeter gel provides both the detector and the phantom in the same volume.
Therefore, the chemical yield, G(Feå1*) must be independent of energy in the whole
irradiated volume of the dosimeter gel. This is important, for example, when the
average energy of the radiation decreases with increasing depth in a phantom or
when different radiation qualities are to be used in combination.
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The purpose of this study was to calculate the above mentioned quantities, u/p (t/p,
Oc'P» o,VPi tfp). u,,/p, S^/p, S,̂ /p and Tip for a dosimeter gel consisting of agarose
and ferrous sulphate solution for photons and electrons for energies between 0.01
and 50 MeV. This energy range will cover the most frequently used radiation
qualities in radiation therapy. The purpose was also to measure the mass density
and the energy response of the dosimeter gel.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 The dosimeter gel

The dosimeter gel consists mainly of agarose and water. The preparation of the
dosimeter gel has been extensively described elsewhere (Olsson et al., 1991).
Two kinds of agarose gels were used SeaPlaque* (FMC BioProducts, USA) and
SeaGel* (FMC Marine Colloids Division, USA). In the dosimeter gel the final
concentrations of ferrous ammonium sulphate, sodium chloride, sulphuric acid
and SeaPlaque* and SeaGel* were 1.0 mM, 1.0 mM, 50.0 mM and 1.25 and 0.25
percent by weight, respectively.

2.2 Calculations

The photon mass attenuation coefficients, u/p (including the different compo-
nents) were calculated by XGEN3 (Halbleib and Mehlhorn, 1984). The u,,/p
values for the individual elements were taken from ICRU 44 (1989). o/p and u,,/p
fora mixture were calculated from the elemental values using the 'mixture rule'
(Hubbel, 1982).

IMS).
in which w, is the proportion by weight of the ith elemental constituent with
mass attenuation coefficient (u/p),. Above 10 keV errors from the mixture rule
are expected to be less than a few percent (Hubbel, 1969).

The mass stopping power coefficients (collision and radiation) were calculated
according to Andreo (1990) and the mixture rule.

where j = collision and radiation, respectively.

The mass scattering power was calculated from equation (3) (from ICRU 35,
1984)
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(3)

In this expression 6. is the cut-off angle and 6,, is the screening angle. Tip for a

mixture was calculated from the elemental values using the mixture rule.

(4)

Since iron is a material of high atomic number, all calculations were carried out
with a ferrous ammonium concentration of 1.5 mM. This is the highest con-
centration used in practice (Olsson et al., 1990) and therefore represents the
worst case.

13 Measurements

The mass density of the gel was measured according to Archimedes' principle.

The energy response was measured for 6 MV and 18 MV photons and 6 MeV
and 18 MeV electrons (nominal energies). The dosimeter gel was contained in
optical cuvetts of quartz glass (10 mm x 10 mm). The cuvetts were irradiated
within a perspex holder inside a water phantom. The centre of the cuvetts was
located at the reference depth as defined by NACP (1986). Standard Fricke
solutions were also irradiated at identical positions and under the same
conditions. The dose to the gel was 20 Gy and to the Fricke solutions 60 Gy. For
the electron beams the average electron energy at the centre of the cuvett was
2.7 and 14.6 MeV, respectively. The absorbed dose was determined by means of
the ferric ion concentration using a spectrophotometer. The Fricke solution was
used as a reference and was assumed to have the same energy response (within
1%) for the energies used (ICRU 35,1984 and Svensson and Brahme, 1986).

3 Results

The calculated mass attenuation and mass absorption coefficients (u/p, x/p, ajp,
G^lp, Kip, u,»/p), mass collision stopping power coefficients (Srj>ltlp, S,jp and mass
scattering power Tip are given in Table 1. In general the dosimeter gel data agree
well with corresponding data for water (Fig. 1). In the studied energy interval, for
photon radiation the maximum deviation (3%) is observed for the photoelectric
effect (T/p) above 0.1 MeV. The total mass attenuation coefficients differ by less than
2% and the mass energy absorption coefficients by less than 1.5%. For electrons
the interaction coefficients {SrMlp, S,Jp and Tip) differ by less than 0.25% in the
whole energy interval.

The mass density of the gel measured with Archimedes' principle was 0.999 ±0.007
g/cm' at 21 C temperature.
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On average the energy response is identical or within 2% (Fig. 2). In each case the
measured dose to the dosimeter gel is normalized to the dose to the Fricke solution.
The uncertainty in the measurements is, however, large.

4 Discussion

The requirements for material equivalence as stated by Constantinou (1978) are
fulfilled for the gel with good accuracy. This means that the dosimeter gel is a
water-equivalent dosimetry system.

The measurements of the energy response were limited in two different ways.
Firstly, the range does not cover all qualities used in radiation therapy, but does
however, cover the most frequently used photon and electron beam energies at most
medical accelerators. Secondly, the uncertainty in the measurement is very large.
The measurements do not show that the energy response of the gel is equal to that
of the Fricke dosimeter, but that there is not a difference larger than 2%. This is
important, since when trying to understand differences between for instance depih
dose curves measured by the dosimeter gel and another technique the energy
response can be excluded as an important factor for the gel.

5 Conclusion

The results of this study show, that the absorbed dose distributions measured in
dosimeter gel consisting of agarose and ferrous sulphate solution may bu directly
compared with absorbed dose data to water, calculated or measured with other
techniques.
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Table I. Mass attenuation coefficients (nrkg '). electron mass stopping powers (MeV m'kg')
and electron mass scattering powers (radian2 m2kg') for the dosimeter gel'. Effective mean
utilization potential. I = 75.49 eV. density, p = 0.999 g/cm\
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Figure la. The photon interaction coefficients for dosimeter gel expressed relative to those
for water.
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Figure 1b. The electron interaction coefficients for dosimeter gel expressed relative to those
for water.
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Figure 2. The energy response of the dosimeter gel. In each case the dose to the dosimeter
gel is normalized to the dose to Fricke solution. Mean value (•) and 1 SD indicated by the
error bars.
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Abstract
A new method has been investigated for the measurement of dose distributions in
three dimensions delivered by the Leksell gamma knife. The irradiation unit is
used to selectively treat small volumes in the brain with single high doses of ionizing
radiation - a treatment procedure known as radiosurgery.

The dosimetry method investigated utilizes a dosimeter gel consisting of ferrous
sulphate solution and agarose which is, prior to irradiation, loaded into a cavity in
a spherical phantom. Chemical changes induced in the gel by the radiation are
measured by means of an MR-scanner.

This dosimetry method permits rapid determination of the dose distribution in an
irradiated volume. It thus allows verification of individual radiation treatment
regimes as well as quality assurance measurements.

The dose and its distribution measured by means of the gel dosimeter, in this initial
experiment, are in good agreement with corresponding data obtained with the
KULA treatment planning system of the gamma knife. The gel has thus the
potential of being an attractive alternative dosimetric method to those used at
present in radiosurgery, i.e. radiographic film and small ionization chambers. The
precision of the dosimeter gel is, however, not yet sufficiently high to be used as a
basic dosimetry system for the gamma knife.

Key words: radiosurgery, radiation therapy, radiation dosimetry, magnetic res-
onance imaging, 3D dosimetry, radiation chemistry
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I Introduction
In stereotactic neuro-radiosurgery the surgeon's scalpel is replaced by accurately
sharp-edged, beams of high energetic photons or heavy charged particles. The
stereotactically localized cerebral target volume is irradiated in a single treatment.
With the Leksell gamma knife (Elekta Instrument AB, Sweden) this irradiation is
accomplished by 201 small hemispherically distributed fi0Co sources which are
collimated so that a small target, which is positioned at the centre of the unit, is
cross-fired by a corresponding number of beams [1J. The size of the cerebral target
volume ranges from less than 0.1 cm'1 to approximately 30 cm1. Depending on the
size of the lesion and the purpose of the treatment, single doses of 20 - 200 Gy are
prescribed [2J.

The success of radiosurgery is critically dependent on the accurate knowledge of
the distribution of the absorbed dose both in respect to localisation and magnitude.
The dose distribution within - and adjacent to - the treated volume is at present
generally determined by means of radiographic films. This method allows the
determination of one- and two-dimensional relative dose distributions with good
spatial resolution. The absolute absorbed dose is usually measured with ther-
moluminescent dosimeters (TLD) or small ionization chambers.

Obviously, there is a great need in radiosurgery for a method of determining the
absorbed dose distributions in three dimensions and to verify that the position of
the target volume determined by localization coincides with the position of the
irradiated volume. Therefore, such a method must permit high and accurate spatial
resolution as well as an accurate determination of the absorbed dose.

The cerebral target volume is localized by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
computed tomography (CT), and digital or analogue angiography using a stereo-
tactic frame securely fixed to the skull of the patient. A point in the volume, which
is established by the stereotactic frame, and thus in the cerebral structures can be
described by stereotactic coordinates calculated from frame indicators visible in the
localization images. The patient is positioned in the treatment unit with the aid of
the frame ensuring the same positioning as during the localisation procedure.

Recently, a three-dimensional absorbed dose measurement technique employing a
gel was developed [3J. The dosimeter gel consists of a mixture of ferrous sulphate
solution and agarose gel. The method utilizes the fact that ionizing radiation con-
verts ferrous into ferric ions, the number of converted ions being proportional to
the absorbed dose. The ferric ions are paramagnetic and since the inverse of the
proton spin-lattice relaxation time (1/Tl) is proportional to the concentration of
paramagnetic ions, it is possible to determine the absorbed dose distributions by
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
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The purpose of this study was to investigate this new type of three-dimensional
dosimetry technique for the determination of the radiation field of a gamma knife.
Our aim was to measure the absorbed dose distributions in a volume surrounding
the point where the beam axes intersect and to determine the stereotactic coordi-
nates with corresponding data calculated with the treatment planning system of
the gamma knife.

II Methods

The dosimeter gel was contained in a cylinder made of perspex, which was positioned
in a spherically shaped perspex phantom simulating the head. This phantom was
mounted inside the stereotactic frame in the same manner as when treating a
patient (Figure 1). The preparation of the gel, the dose response linearity, the dose
rate dependence and the minimum detectable dose have been investigated previ-
ously [4,5].

In order to obtain the background signal from the dosimeter gel, the stereotactic
frame with the phantom was fixed in the MR-scanner (Siemens Magnetom 1.0 T)
and two sets of spin-echo images (constant TK=2000: TK=30 to 134, and constant
TE=20: TR=100 to 3000 ms) were obtained to determine a T2 and a 1/Tl image,
respectively. The 1/Tl image was obtained using a fitting procedure developed by
Sperber et al. [6]. This calculation requires an approximate value of T2 which was
calculated from a least-squares fit of the data to a single exponential decay curve.

Firstly, the stereotactic frame with the perspex phantom was placed in the Leksell
gamma knife so that the centre of the phantom coincided with the centre of the
unit. The phantom was then irradiated with beams whose circular cross sections
were 8 mm in diameter at the point of their intersection, i.e. the centre of the unit.
The approximately spherical dose distribution thus achieved in the gel was
approximately 10 mm in diameter when measured between the 50% isosurface of
the dose maximum. The irradiation time was chosen so that 25 Gy was delivered
at the dose maximum.

In a second experiment the phantom was irradiated twice. The stereotactic frame
with the phantom was aligned in the gamma knife so that the centre of the first
irradiation was located on the axis of the gel cylinder 25 mm from the centre of the
phantom. The frame was then repositioned in such a manner that the centre of the
second irradiation was still located on the axis of the gel cylinder but 25 mm on the
opposite side of the phantom centre. The two irradiation sites were thus separated
by 50 mm. Maximum doses of 15 and 30 Gy were delivered at the two irradiation
centres, respectively. The dose rate for both irradiation sites was approximately
3.5 Gy/min. Immediately after irradiation the frame with the phantom was again
mounted into tho MR-scanner and the same sets of pulse sequences as those used
during the background measurement were again used to determine the T2 and 1/Tl
images.
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The 1/T1 image taken prior to the irradiation was subtracted from the 1/T1 image
of the radiation treatment resulting in an image in which the signal intensity is
directly proportional to the absorbed dose.

Calculation of a 1/Tl-image was not, however, necessary for the first set-up (check
of the intersection point), since only the geometric localisation of the centre of the
delivered dose was required. This can be obtained from any Tl-weighted image.
The stereotactic frame coordinates of the dose maximum centre in the gel were
determined from such an image and compared with the coordinates used for
exposure in the gamma knife.

The corresponding 3D dose distributions were also calculated with the treatment
planning program KULA [1] assuming identical irradiation conditions as those
employed during the experiments.

III Results

In the single-shot image (Figure 2) lines were drawn related to the stereotactic
system to verify the geometrical localization of the delivered dose. The distance
between the measured dose maximum and central point given by the stereotactic
coordinate system was approximately 1 mm.

The absorbed dose distributions determined from the dosimeter gel can clearly be
seen in the calculated 1/Tl-image (Figure 3), in which the background signal has
been subtracted.

Figure 4 shows a dose profile from the dual-exposure experiment along the central
axis of the phantom. The width of each of the two peaks, measured at the 50% dose
level, is approximately 19 mm. This is in rather good agreement with corresponding
calculated dose data giving 20 mm. The distance between the centres of the two
peaks is 50 mm which is also in agreement with the actual distance.

Isodoses were also calculated from the dose image data shown in Figure 3. The
image was first smoothed by a 3-point filter and normalized (100% = 30 Gy). The
90,50 and 20 percent isodose levels of the 30 Gy peak correspond to the 45,25 and
10 percent isodoses of the 15 Gy peak, which also verifies the linearity of the
dosimeter (Figure 5).

IV Discussion

The accuracy of the gamma knife procedure, i.e. the distance between the radio-
graphically and the mechanically determined centres, is at present determined by
means of radiographic films placed in a very accurately machined tool [1]. The
geometrical accuracy of this method is ±0.3 mm.
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The precision, i.e. a measure of how well the theoretical spatial dose distribution
corresponds to the measured distribution, is determined in a separate measure-
ment. The precision of the gamma knife is determined for each beam size by three
perpendicularly oriented dose profiles measured by means of radiographic films
placed in a spherically shaped phantom. The dose profiles thus obtained are com-
pared with the corresponding profiles which are calculated by the treatment
planning system 11). For practical reasons, the precision is defined as the distance
between the measured and the calculated 50% isodose levels of each profile. The
tolerance for the gamma knife accura cy and its precision are, at present, determined
by the uncertainties in the measurement method, rather than by the performance
of the unit.

The precision uf the dosimeter method data is considerably lower than that of film
dosimetry. The profile along the centre of the phantom shows non-smoothed data
(Figure 4). There is rather good agreement between the points obtained from the
dose plan and the dosimeter gel measurement, which means that based on the
accuracy we have a reliable system. The precision of the data is, however, law. Tne
values scatter approximately 15-20%. To achieve an acceptable isodose plot it was
necessary to smooth the dose image data. The smoothed data agree well with the
isodose map given by KULA.

The precision and accuracy of the gel system with respect to localisation rely on
the gel being completely stationary within the container and furthermore that the
ferric ions do not diffuse, thus destroying the dose image. Movement of the gel
within the container has up to know never been observed. To minimize the effects
of diffusion', the MR-measurement was carried out directly after irradiation. This
means that the last image was taken less than 90 minutes post-irradiation.
According to earlier results (3,7] this time delay will not cause significant effects
on the dose data.

The precision of system also depends on the accurate mounting of the stereotactic
frame in both the MR-scanner and the gamma knife. This procedure is, however,
exactly the same for the phantom as it would have been for a patient. A reasonable
estimate of the total geometrical uncertainty is ±1 mm.

Based on the totil uncertainty of the technique we conclude that in this initial
experiment the geometrical uncertainty of the dosimeter gel was too great to be
used as the fundamental system for gamma knife dosimetry. In spite of this, the
gel dosimetry system has certain advantages compared with other dosimetry sys-
tems which are of special interest for this application. It measures the dose in a
slice, which can be arbitrarily selected and processed in an MR-scanner. The
dosimeter gel can also be used in phantoms of arbitrary shapes and sizes. The
system can therefore be used to verify individual treatment under patients like
conditions. Another advantage of the gel dosimetry method is that the dose image



is produced and processed in the same coordinate system visualized in the MR-
scanner as the diagnostic image which is the basis for the determination of the
treatment volume localisation.

This gel dosimetry technique also enabled anindependent check of the narrow-beam
dosimetry for the first time. This corresponds to a control of the total localization
and treatment procedure with an system not dependent on other reference systems
than actually used in the treatment.
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Figure 1. The dosimeter gel in the cylinder, mounted in the spherical perspex phantom.
The perspex phantom is fixed in a stereotactic frame, which also comprises a system of
paramagnetic solutions for localisation in the MR-scanner.
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Figure 2. MR image of the phantom used to check the focus of the gamma knife. The lines
are drawn according to the system coordinates visible from the stereotactic frame.
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Figure 3. The calculated 1/Tl image showing doses of 15 and .'iO Gy, respectively.
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Figure 4. A ciose profile along the longitudinal axis of the gel. Dosimeter gel data (») are
compared with corresponding data of the dose planning system ( '•).

Figure 5. Calculated isodoses from the dosimeter gel phantom. The 90 ("•), 50 ( • ) and 20
%(*•) isodose levels of the 30 Gy peak correspond to the 45 (*), 25 ( +•) and 10 % (>-) of the
15 Gy peak. The isodose levels from the dose planning system are indicated by dotted lines.
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